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Abstract: 

Title: Cosplay and the Geek: the tension between creativity, 

inclusion, and gatekeeping in cosplay. 

Research question: What types of gatekeeping do Cosplayers 

experience? 

Abstract – 

In 2014, social media was taken over by #gamergate, a hashtag 

synonymous with misogynistic discrimination within the game 

development industry. Soon after this an avalanche of other hashtags 

highlighting sexism and sexual harassment (e.g., #metoo; 

#comicgate; #times up) within male-controlled entertainment 

industries began to emerge. This study investigates whether 

hegemonic masculinity has any influence on gatekeeping practices 

witnessed within the cosplay community, both online and in 

convention settings. Nine cosplayers from the Scottish cosplay scene 

took part in online semi-structured interviews which were 

thematically analysed using NVivo software. The findings suggest 

that, however inclusive and accepting the cosplay community is, it 

does encounter prejudiced harassment from those outside it, who 

may identify with the wider geek subculture.  

Keywords: Cosplay; Cosplay Fans; Gatekeeping; Hegemonic 

Masculinity; Geek Masculinity; Canonically Correct Cosplay 
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Definitions: 
 

• Cosplay-fans: Fans of cosplayers who do not cosplay 

themselves 

• Trolling/Troll[s]: The act of intentionally irritating or 

provoking a reaction from others online by posting 

controversial, contentious, or offensive comments online for 

enjoyment. 

• Woke: A common urban term that indicates one is alert and 

recognises social injustices such as racism, sexism, and bigotry   

• Cisgender: A person whose gender identity aligns with the sex 

assigned to them at birth - from the Latin ‘cissexual’.  

• Geeks: An individual who is interested in collecting facts and 

mementos relating to specific pop culture fandoms   

• BlueSky: An online interactive text only web forum for fans of 

the role-playing game MUD (“Multi-User Dungeon”)  

• Crossplay: Cosplaying as a character of a difference 

gender/sex.  

• Cis-Het: Cis-gender – heterosexual/heteronormative individual 

• Cancelation: The act of ostracising, excluding, or blacklisting 

someone or something through social media collectives 

• FGG: Fake Geek Girl/Fake Gamer Girl 

• POC: Person/People of Colour 

• CCC: Canonically Correct Cosplay – costuming that accurately 

depicts a media character in their traditional form 

• Fanart: Artwork created by fans about or derived from a work 

of fiction or fandom [television/film/literature/entertainment].  

• Head Canon: Fan-Fiction lore/Fan-made fandom narratives  

• NYCC: New York Comic Convention  
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Introduction 
 

In 2019, the World Wide Web (WWW) invented by Tim Berners-Lee 

celebrated its thirtieth birthday. The web should not be confused with 

‘The Internet’ which is much older and had been in development from 

the 1960s for American Military use. In 1961, MIT graduate students 

were able to show that computers could communicate with each 

other through small transferable data packets. Essentially, the 

internet as we know it is a technical communication layer for servers 

not physically connected, and the WWW is a front-end interface for 

individual use. The internet only networks computers, as clichéd as it 

sounds now; the internet was and still is ‘an information 

superhighway’ which only serves to move data from one digital place 

to another – globally. The worldwide web on the other hand provides 

both the map and the means to get to those destinations using URL 

addresses, which allowed real people around the world to congregate, 

interact, and connect in a new digital way (Romano, 2019).   

This new technological innovation was prophesied by many in the 

know to be the next stage of human advancement in global 

communication, promote cultural understanding, and overall 

encourage global unity. The appeal of digital life in the early Nineties 

was obviously in the ability to communicate with anyone with online 

access. However, to many young people the internet became a safe 

space in which to make friends through “shared creative projects” 

(Gauntlett, 2018). Creativity, shared ideas, and community was for a 

while synonymous with the concept of the WWW. By the late 2000s 

and into the 2010s internet availability had increased across much of 

the world, with most people carrying their digital lives in their pocket 

due to the invention of the smartphone. This caused an influx of 

normal types of people onto the internet. These new middle-aged 

digital migrants settled and populated in the easily understandable 
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and navigated social media sites of Facebook and Bebo. The past 

decade has seen many scandals concerning social media companies 

misusing their consumers' personal information; interests and 

political leanings to help in creating psychological marketing 

algorithms and strategies. The most well-known being the Facebook – 

Cambridge Analytica Data scandal of 2019 whereby CEO Mark 

Zuckerberg was accused of data harvesting and influencing political 

discourses by perpetuating misinformation in the pursuit of profit, 

both in the US and UK (Criddle, 2020).  It has been argued that the 

democratisation of internet access through apps such as Facebook 

has caused the erosion of original internet culture and etiquettes 

based on sociability, which has been replaced with commonplace real-

world hostilities and tribalism by ‘regular run-of-the-mill people’ now 

with a digital soapbox and echo-chamber (Gauntlett, 2018). Online 

‘trolling’ started years before social media began, however, this act 

was mostly kept to digital spaces such as 4Chan which is best 

described as a totally anonymous online forum site which hosts 

various interest channels, similar to Reddit but predating it and has a 

mirky reputation. The popularity of social media has exacerbated 

internet trolling activities, regarding its severity, cruelty, and 

quantity.  We are seeing the more unpleasant behaviours and 

bigotries that were once reserved to shadier places of the internet 

becoming normalised in mainstream internet culture (Phillips, 2015). 

Concerns over toxic fandom, misogyny, geek identity and 

discrimination have all been hot topics within mainstream media and 

in smaller fandom-focused discourses, with the most notable being 

#GamerGate (Alexander, 2014). Female game developer (Zoe Quinn) 

was accused of trading sexual favours for positive game reviews 

(Hathaway, 2014). Quinn received death and rape threats by angry 

young men convinced she was cheating on her partner and 'cheating' 

the game review system. The allegations made against her were later 
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proved to be fabricated by her ex-lover in a revenge bid, however, 

this event opened a toxic discussion on whether women have a place 

within the game development industry, based on the assumption of 

positive gender discrimination. The Gamergate hashtag is now 

synonymous with mediated misogyny and, before reaching 

mainstream audiences, the campaign was mostly regarded as a niche 

fandom issue unrelated to wider societal matters. However, due to its 

aggressive systematic online harassment of female game developers 

and their supporters, mainstream journalism was forced to take 

notice.  It would be dishonest to describe video games as always 

being a male-centric hobby, as girls were just as active in gaming as 

boys in the beginning. Despite this, in the Eighties, there was a large 

push towards marketing these electronic consoles to a very young, 

middle-class, male demographic (Neiborg & Foxman, 2018). The 

heavily gendered switch in branding helped in creating the stereotype 

of the white male gamer we have currently in Western media. In 

addition to this, it also birthed a future generation of male game 

developers who would go on to create a type of hypermasculine 

games culture within the industry. This preconceived concept of ‘who’ 

or ‘what’ a gamer is contributed to why many white male gamers 

ascribed to this crusade, as these men could now actively ‘other’ and 

question female and minority game fans’ authenticity as Gamers. 

Gamergate campaigners used the pretence of ‘journalistic ethics’ as a 

seemingly valid excuse to lash out against women and minorities 

within the game development industry, who they felt were gaining 

from positive discrimination. However, it has been proven by Burgess 

and Matamoros-Fernandez (2016) that these complainants are not 

troubled by game review ethics by “issue mapping” over 230,000 

gamergate supporting tweets (cited in Neiborg & Foxman, 2018, p. 

114). They were able to show that these commenters are more 

concerned with gatekeeping female and minority participation and 
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representation within games culture – from creative development, 

character design, to the policing of the title ‘Gamer’. The Gamergate 

controversy is an important starting point in this study as it 

demonstrates increasing levels of hostile and deliberate subcultural 

gatekeeping surrounding concepts of authenticity and rejection of 

wider representation and diversification. The games-development 

industry is not the only ‘geeky’ domain that seems to be suspicious or 

resentful of female involvement, it can also be observed within geek 

fandom spaces, most noticeably regarding the fandom of cosplay. 

Fandom is best described as a collection of people (fans) who are 

interested in a common entertainment or recreational activity, which 

can range from the ritualistic watching of a particular TV show to 

supporting a specific sport or sports team and an individual can be 

part of various fandom communities simultaneously. To be a fan of 

something requires a degree of intensity and research when following 

chosen fandom texts and to have active participation in that fandom’s 

wider community. This participation and enthusiasm may end up 

influencing and shaping said fan’s identity and personal values. 

Oddly, the academic understanding of what constitutes a ‘fan’ differs 

from what the mainstream understanding is, as the term is so 

broadly applied to anyone who casually enjoys any selection of 

entertainment or activity too (Hodkinson, 2011). 

Cosplay is not by any means male-orientated, however, it can be 

argued that cosplayers attract many male fans who subscribe to 

other geek fandoms, so it is important to differentiate cosplayers who 

are part of the active community, from spectating cosplay-fans1. 

Female cosplayers are sometimes considered fake, attention-seeking 

and maybe harshly critiqued by the ‘real’ male fans who rigidly 

 
1 Fans of Cosplayers who do not cosplay themselves 
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compare real female bodies to fictional female representations crafted 

to satisfy the male gaze (Berlatsky, 2018).  

“The comic-book guys quivering in fear of cosplay” (Berlatsky, 2014) 

discusses topics such as body-shaming of plus-sized female 

cosplayers, and the labelling of cosplayers as narcissistic attention 

seekers. This article also points out that the comic-book fandom and 

geek subculture is considered a traditionally male space but cosplay, 

which is largely believed to be a female pursuit, is disrupting that 

masculine status quo by combining costuming with geek media. 

Cosplay is best described as the act of dressing up as a character 

from a work of fiction (Merriam-Webster, 2021), whether it be from 

animation, video game, film, or television. The word is a combination 

of ‘costume’ and ‘role-play’ and is believed to have been conceived in 

the 1980s by Japanese journalist, Nobuyuki Takahashi, when 

reporting on the recreational costuming trend at a US science-fiction 

convention (Rahman, et al., 2012). Berlatsky argues that male-

centric fandom spaces are being disrupted and challenged by female 

cosplayers who dare to experiment or defy geek canon texts. Gooden 

(2016) reported that Western female-organised cosplay culture is a 

direct response to unwelcoming geeky fandom-spaces, as many 

women report having their authenticity as a fan challenged if they do 

not have “a certain level of knowledge or tenure” (Williams, 2017). 

These accounts are supported by Salter and Blodgett (2017) who also 

discuss the fake geek girl (FGG) meme and explain that female 

sexuality and attractiveness have been associated with the insincerity 

of fandom identity.  True female geeks are believed to be 

unappealing and have been just as desexualized as their male 

counterparts, so the performance of sexuality or sensuality is too 

inauthentic. From this understanding, there cannot be any real geek 

women as any feminine performance is considered ‘un-geekly’ due to 
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inferences of subordinated masculinity from the geek stereotype 

(McKnight, et al., 2013). Female cosplayers also experience a double 

standard regarding this as, already dismissed as fake and attention-

seeking, their cosplay presentations and roleplaying may be harshly 

critiqued by the ‘real’ male fans (Salter & Blodgett, 2017).  Gooden 

discusses the body-shaming experiences of some female cosplayers 

at the hands of male convention attendees, who disapprove of plus-

sized women cosplaying as smaller-bodied fictional women. These 

encounters show a double standard applied to female cosplayers who 

are both too attractive to be true geeks, but not conventionally 

attractive enough to be worthy of cosplaying. Gooden (2016) also 

reports that many female cosplayers find themselves in threatening 

situations when an attendee may be attracted to them or the 

character they are playing. They state that some attendees believe 

that female cosplayers want male attention and advances. Body-

policing is not limited to fatphobia but also encompasses issues such 

as racism, with many cosplayers of colour experiencing hostility from 

white attendees who believe they should not be cosplaying a 

character of different ethnicity. Black female cosplayers experience a 

trifecta of aggression through sexual harassment, body-shaming, and 

racism also knowns as misogynoir, both online and at conventions 

(Gooden, 2016).  

The geek identity used to be seen as a legitimate niche subculture full 

of eccentric fans, and the label of geek would to a degree impede 

normal social life. Geek media have become more mainstream 

because of events like the monopolisation of many film and 

production companies under Disney which has a knock-on effect of 

geeky culture becoming ‘trendy’ and fashionable. As a result, many 

self-identifying geeks have become emboldened and more entitled 

within their fandoms (Salter & Blodgett, 2017, Williams, 2017). The 

systematic normalisation of geeky media texts has attracted a larger 
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and much more diverse fanbase, with many minorities beginning to 

make their presence known within the community. 

 This study concentrates on what types of subcultural gatekeeping 

practices cosplayers experience from within and outside of their 

communities, while also looking to better define what subcultural 

gatekeeping is. This is differentiated from ‘trolling’ because the act of 

subcultural gatekeeping is not done primarily for the pleasure or 

satisfaction of getting an irate reaction, but instead, the victimisation 

derives from the intent to suppress thought/art/participation which 

deviates from fandom canon lore or fan demographics, in a bid to 

maintain a subcultural habitus. However, that being noted, this does 

not mean online trolls are not using fandom gatekeeping as a method 

to disrupt and cause upset.   Subcultural gatekeeping is best 

understood as the online policing of a community, fandom, or identity 

by an unappointed/unofficial individual from said grouping, an 

adaptation of the academic understanding of retail-based gatekeeping 

(Hodkinson, 2002). 

As the research takes place in Scotland the investigation will focus on 

Western cosplay and geek communities, however, the participants in 

this research are not exclusively from Scotland but were selected 

based on their overall involvement in UK cosplay communities. While 

the term geek is a genderless label, this study looks at the influence 

of hegemonic geek masculinity on geek subculture, the cosplay 

community, and gatekeeping behaviours. It is important to note that 

there are different interpretations of what a ‘geek’ is, which will be 

expanded on in later chapters, but for use in this study ‘a geek’ is a 

male individual who is an avid consumer of niche popular culture and 

technology.  

While there is research into the harassment and discrimination faced 

by cosplayers and female members of the geek subculture, there is 
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little research into the area of gatekeeping as a social or subcultural 

phenomenon both online and in convention spaces. Furthermore, 

over the past decade topics of discrimination against minority 

representation in geek media (Woolf, 2016) and an increase in toxic 

fandom (Williams, 2017) have been popular talking points within both 

mainstream media and online. It is important to better understand 

concepts such as subcultural gatekeeping to develop already existing 

ideas surrounding discrimination.  

This study is not about victimhood, but rather about the concept of 

subcultural prejudice that has been observed by many, and to 

investigate the conflict between supposed interpretations of male and 

female fandom participation and involvement. It asks what types of 

fandom dissuasion and subcultural discouragements 

cosplayers experience. To answer this question nine semi-

structured online interviews were conducted with cosplayers and 

analysed thematically. In keeping with the inclusive reputation within 

the cosplay community, all demographics of cosplayers were 

welcomed, which allowed for a diverse cross-section of the 

community. 
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Literature Review 
 

In the mid-2010s, a plethora of anti-feminist, and anti- ‘woke’2  

harassment crusades emerged from the depths of the Internet. These 

‘movements’ emphasised the reluctance to accept inclusivity and 

diversity within nerdier subcultures. This is not to say that 

mainstream culture is not awash with inclusivity issues, take for 

example the #MeToo movement which succeeded in exposing 

misogynistic Hollywood culture, and the sexual violence experienced 

by many actresses and actors (Langone, 2018). Two of the most 

prominent cases highlighted by #MeToo were the accusations against 

film producer Harvey Weinstein (Pilkington, 2018) and comedian Bill 

Cosby (Durkin, 2018). #MeToo is important to emphasise as it 

demonstrates current hegemonic sexist practices within a mainstream 

cultural context and shows how any underlying sexism within geek 

subculture can be encouraged and validated by it. This is best shown 

in the two-year state enquiry into the game development company 

Activision Blizzard which are accused of having a "'Frat Boy' Culture" 

wherein female employees experience constant sexual harassment, 

gendered pay gaps, and intimidation (Allsup, 2021).  

As previously discussed, #GamerGate spawned from gossip and 

speculation but hide behind the guise of concern for journalistic ethics 

(Hathaway, 2014). These harassment campaigns mainly drew 

support from the online forums where the perceived issues were 

discussed, such as Reddit and 4Chan, sites where “geek sensibilities” 

and problematic geek masculinity is welcomed and rewarded 

(Massanari, 2017, p. 330).  

 
2 A common Urban term that indicates one is alert and recognises social injustices such as racism, 
sexism, and bigotry   
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This chapter will review various literature and research in the subject 

areas of masculinities, gender studies, and fandom studies, to explain 

and rationalise the relationship between hegemonic masculinity, 

which sets a dominant standard to which all other masculinities are 

measured, and a subordinated geek masculinity which reflects, 

rejects, redefines that benchmark through hyper-masculine media 

portrayals. These hyper-masculine representations also reinforce the 

idea that the geek subculture is a white cisgender3 male-dominated 

space, that overlooks female involvement and interest, in contrast to 

the cosplay fandom which is believed to be mostly inclusive and 

diverse in its community. Terms like geek and nerd are often used 

interchangeably, however, they are different types of eccentricity from 

the same marginalised pool of ‘awkward’ individuals. Burrsettles (2013) 

was able to demonstrate distinctions between the two labels through the 

analysis of Twitter interactions. Burrsettles found a clear separation of 

interests - or at least of connotations of interests associated with the 

labels.  For consistency, this study will use 'geek' as an umbrella term, as 

the study concentrates on participation within fandoms and it is clear 

from Burrsettles that there are also identities such as the ‘geeky nerd’, or 

a ‘nerdy geek’.   

It can be argued that this contrast in fandom participation has led to 

a conflict between cosplayers and non-cosplaying geeks4 over the 

correct interpretation and depictions of media characters, resulting in 

aggressive and hostile forms of gatekeeping and harassment toward 

 
3 A person whose gender identity aligns with the sex assigned to them at birth - from the Latin 
‘cissexual’. 
4 An individual who is interested in collecting facts and mementoes relating to specific pop culture 
fandoms  
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cosplayers. This chapter asks the question 'what factors influence and 

separate the geek masculine from the geek feminine?'.  

 

Hegemonic Masculinity –  
 

As explained previously hegemonic masculinity is the dominant form 

of masculinity depicted in mainstream cultural narratives, it is not 

static as it can and is influenced by current cultural trends on what is 

acceptable or desired from masculinity (Connell, 2005). There are 

many discourses surrounding ideas of 'alpha' and 'beta' masculinities 

regarding the hegemonic masculine identity, and this has become a 

source of joking parody. However, many men do take the trope more 

seriously and use it to identify themselves and other males. 

Ironically, the notion of the 'alpha' and 'beta' positions is mostly 

discussed within spheres commonly frequented by subordinated 

masculinities (Forbes, 2021). 

Hegemonic masculinity was conceptualised by R.W. Connell while 

studying Australian high schools. She investigated the development 

of working-class masculinities and the male role in labour politics 

(Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005), noting common and multiple 

hierarchies of masculinities born out of race, class, and gender 

construction.  It is defined as the use of the “currently accepted” ideal 

masculinity to specifically keep women in a subordinate position in 

society (Connell, 2005, p. 77). She argues that the hegemonic male 

model is constructed in opposition to femininity and upon the 

collective achievements of all subordinate masculinities, giving men a 

feeling of fellowship and mutual understanding of manliness, which 

maintains hegemonic masculinity as the dominant sex and gender.   

The creation of different types of subordinate masculine identities in 

this way predictably increases the competition between them for 
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higher placement in the hegemonic hierarchy – this conflict between 

masculinities produces feelings of homophobia, transphobia, and 

racism (Ellis, 2016).  It should also be noted that the hegemonic 

masculinity is also built-in opposition to all other subordinated 

masculinities and excludes marginalised masculinities such as Men of 

colour (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005), which may compel some 

marginalised masculinities to commodify their masculine performance 

to be accepted as authentic, while others may create their social 

groups where their masculinity is normative (Cheng, 1999). 

Michael Kaufman (1994) claims that the male experience of power is 

contradictory due to the idealised and exaggerated images of the 

stoic, unaffected, alpha male presented in mainstream media. He 

states that men are being damaged by their emotional censorship 

because they fear being labelled as weak or ‘less than’ masculine.   

Hegemonic masculinity could not have become as widespread as it is, 

were it not for mass media distributing images and narratives 

upholding this ideology of the ‘perfect’ man (Hatty, 2000). 
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Geek Masculinity –  
 

The contradictory nature of geek masculinity is demonstrated in its 

enthusiastic perpetuation of the hegemonic masculine ideal within 

media - TV, film, graphic novels, and comic books; these texts are 

made and consumed by men holding a subordinated masculine 

position.  

Connell writes in Gender and Power: “the winning of hegemony often 

involves the creation of models of masculinity which are quite 

specifically fantasy figures” (1987, p. 187) noting that many men will 

not/cannot live up to these ideals, but try to either through to 

“fantasy gratification” or “displaced aggression” (p. 185). This can 

suggest that fantasy gratification is the main motivation for the 

predominance of hegemonic masculine portrayals. Connell & 

Messerschmidt (2005) stated that some constructed hegemonic 

masculinities in film and television do not accurately represent the 

reality of actual men, but instead articulate male desires, wish 

fulfilments fantasies, and aspirations.  

Jeffrey A. Brown (2016) expands on Connell's ideas in his journal 

article “The Superhero Film Parody and Hegemonic Masculinity”, by 

taking an extensive look at the influence that superheroes and other 

tropes have on men, how they shape their understanding of their 

masculinity. He states that the superhero is the ultimate American 

cultural ideal of the masculine and serves to provide a ‘power fantasy 

for male adolescents’ (2016, p. 131), offering an easily 

understandable ‘coming of age’ metaphor for puberty and the 

expectation that comes with manhood – the superhero speaks 

directly to the underdog, or more precisely the subordinated 

masculinity. Brown points out it is the transformative nature of the 

‘regular Joe’ into extraordinary champion which allows for men to feel 
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a type of masculine empowerment by living vicariously through these 

texts. 

Connell states that the myth of male exceptionalism and male ideals 

circulated through media do not need to realistically resemble men 

for hegemonic masculinity to maintain dominance, as the few men 

who do possess a level of unattainable greatness have become 

standardized role models for many men, as well as superheroes 

(1987). Superheroes such as Superman inevitably become 

‘aspirational models of masculinity’ (Brown, 2016, p. 136) as they 

serve male fantasy gratification and continue traditional gender roles, 

existing political concepts, and Western Christian values. Salter and 

Blodgett (2017) describe Superman’s real identity as being the 

costume of power that lies beneath his mundane work attire which 

many men, and more specifically geeks, can relate to. Once the 

ordinariness of every day is stripped away, their real identity can 

come into play.  They also describe his everyday-man clothing as “the 

fixings of more bureaucratic and civilized power” (2017, p. 18) which 

not only feeds into traditional gender roles of the successful male but 

also connotes the white, American male being a civilizing force 

against the other: women, people of colour, and those of other 

creeds.   Brown goes on to explain that gender is depicted in terms of 

the strong male protagonist within the comic book narrative, while 

women take a secondary position as delicate damsels or villainous 

sexy seductresses. Although in contemporary culture, some female 

superheroes have developed into well-known characters, such as 

Black Widow from the Marvel Universe, and Wonder Woman from The 

DC Universe, most of the comic book culture is primarily concerned 

with and fixated on masculinity and its transformative nature of 

empowerment. It is not new for men to associate themselves with the 

element of transformation or emancipation from the mundane, but 

what also appeals is the power proxy within the texts that allow them 
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to live fantasies of hyper-masculinity indirectly (Brown, 2016).  The 

popularity of the hyper-masculine superhero may in part be due to 

men of subordinate masculinity attempting to experience ‘true’ 

hegemonic masculinity through film and media.  To say that people, 

or more specifically men, unthinkingly imitate the actions of film and 

TV characters would be a reductionist analysis, but to suggest that 

the repetitive and frequent use of the same cultural model of 

maleness does not affect real-life attitudes to masculinity would be 

naïve, as some individuals will identify and compare themselves to 

the mediated gender portrayals, they see (Salter & Blodgett, 2017). 

The term 'hypermasculine' is commonly used to describe an 

exaggerated representation of a male identity within on-screen and 

in-text characters but is also used in psychology to describe the 

exaggerated cultural stereotype of masculinity (Salter & Blodgett, 

2017) which places inflated importance on extreme masculine 

behaviours and appearances, rejecting femininity. For 

hypermasculinity to be acted out there must be a clear set of gender 

role binaries for each sex to adhere to (Reidy, et al., 2009) and this 

can be identified through specific behaviours, appearances, emotions, 

and psychology. The over-emphasis of the male physique in geek 

media, such as comic books, is not only to demonstrate the 

characters might and power but also to separate them from all things 

female (Salter & Blodgett, 2017). Their sheer largeness overshadows 

all other subordinate male identities within the texts, articulating for 

the audience that masculinity is synonymous with height and 

musculature.  Brown (2011) states that the hypermasculine style of 

drawing took off in response to female characters becoming more 

prominent or ‘empowered’, the male body becoming excessively 

muscular and brawny “with arms as big as couches and chests the 

size of minivans" (pp. 54-55). Salter and Blodgett agree with Brown 

by stating that this depiction of the male body is a “monstrous” 
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parody of physical extremism “with the bulging of muscles, some of 

which don’t exist” (2017, p. 23).  The second trait of the Hyper-

Masculine male is his psychology and emotional processes. 

Commonly mistaken for a lack of emotion, these characters are 

written to be emotionally and mentally strong. Emotionlessness is 

represented as stoicism (Salter & Blodgett, 2017).  The Hyper-

Masculine does occasionally get to free himself from these shackles in 

the form of an outburst of rage, vengeance, and violence which is 

repackaged as 'passion', e.g., Batman.  Bruce Wayne's perpetually 

brooding demeanour suggests that although he is an emotional 

being, he can control his emotions, which are then released in the 

form of righteous justice.  However ironic the hyper-masculine 

archetype is, it is used to facilitate an adolescent power fantasy 

(Brown, 2016) - the characters most geek males identify with are not 

those who are the biggest and strongest. Characters such as Spock, 

Tony Stark (Ironman), and Sherlock Holmes who use their 

tremendous intellect are more appealing to the geek male as they 

can identify more clearly with the specific hyper-masculine traits of 

logic and amplified thought over brute strength (Salter & Blodgett, 

2017, p. 25). 
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Fanboys & Fangirls -   
 

geek masculinity and hyper-masculinity are a large influence on how 

many geek males interact and participate within fandoms, coupled 

with the belief that comics and nerdy media are a male domain only 

exacerbates the discrimination, estrangement, and sometimes 

stigmatisation felt by some female geeks. However, female 

participation has always been part of fandom subcultures but mostly 

overlooked due to the pervasiveness of the geek stereotype which 

perpetuates this narrative.  

The geek ‘fanboy’ stereotype Henry Jenkins (2007) refers to, still 

carries connotations of an “outsider” identity, however, he also points 

out that this loner label is invalid in this hypermediated age as male 

fans tend to be pandered to by production companies. Within 

mainstream media, fans are commonly portrayed as uncoordinated 

social outcasts with their personalities presented as obsessive 

hoarders of trivial knowledge about popular culture, for example, The 

Big Bang Theory (2007-2019) and Revenge of The nerds (1984); it is 

also a common media trope to depict fans and geeks as, at best, 

eccentric and, at worst, weird and unsettling (Jenkins, 1992). 

Susanne Scott states that the term fanboy is useful as it helps make 

the distinction between male fans who dominate the advertising 

market and fangirls whom she describes as either “invisible” or 

“excluded” (2010, p. 4). These thoughts are shared by Stephanie 

Orme who states that marketing campaigns overlook and estrange 

female fans, however, Orme also stated that the term fanboy could 

be the reason women are excluded and feel a degree of stigma within 

their geek identity, as it can be said to construct them as “abnormal” 

or unfeminine (2016, p. 404). The geek fanboy stereotype is also 

depicted by his whiteness, with many geeks of colour being 

overlooked within the narrative, and sometimes rejected within the 
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community.  Jenkins describes most fan gatherings as being “heavily 

Caucasian” while noting that most of the minorities were on panels 

discussing diversity and stereotypical whiteness within nerdom but 

also observes San Diego as the most ethnically diverse convention in 

the US (2012, p. 29). It can be argued that the pervasive stereotype 

of the heterosexual white male geek is due to a large back catalogue 

of cultural narratives of white subordinate masculinity within the 

entertainment and advertising industries (Kendall, 2011, p. 519).  

Salter and Blodgett (2017, pp. 31-32) also look at the relationship 

that plays out between subordinate geek masculinity and the 

hegemonic ‘jock’ masculinity in pop-cultural texts. It is here that the 

character of the downtrodden nerd is formed - the nerd is portrayed 

as socially unsuccessful, undesirable to women, physically weak but 

intellectual; a jock stereotype is cast as the direct opposite of the 

nerd and embodies all the hegemonic masculine qualities that the 

nerd lacks.  Lori Kendall, in her earlier work, outlines the stereotype 

of the nerd as incorporating contradictory aspects of the 

hypermasculine, such as intelligence and a supposed feminisation of 

physical form (1999).  geek identity relies on the myth of 

victimisation by jocks and women – societal rejection defines the 

geek ‘Beta Male’ position. Just as femininity is built in opposition to 

traditional hegemonic masculinity the geek is built in opposition to 

the jock ‘Alpha Male’, who as Salter and Blodgett state “are portrayed 

as filling all the required boxes of the masculine identity” (2017, p. 

32). The inability to live up to the expectations of a hegemonic jock 

identity leads geek males to harbour feelings of resentment toward 

more hegemonic males and the females who reject them. This 

subcultural attitude of victimhood “creates a sense of cognitive 

dissonance” (Massanari, 2017, p. 332) because they are unable to 

consolidate their privilege with their social ostracism. Salter and 

Blodgett (2017) express that those with a geek beta masculinity are 
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preoccupied with revenge fantasies because of an unequal social 

system that does not reward their type of masculinity for its better 

qualities. The nerd revenge fantasy demonstrates a desire to 

dominate or overpower their competitors, but those who are beta 

masculine are not concerned with having an equal platform with 

those of other masculinities but instead wish to change the privilege 

in their favour (Massanari, 2017). 

Sherry Turkle (2005) investigated the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology’s (MIT) computer culture during the 1980s and 

documented the relationship engineers had with their peers, along 

with the influence technology had on their social interactions and 

identity. Turkle highlights the “ugliest man on campus” contest and 

describes the contestants as “pimple[d]”, “pasty” and with 

“undeveloped bodies” (2005, p. 183). Jenkins also describes geeky 

cosplayers as “pudgy” and “pasty” while also calling attention to a 

nerds defining trait – intelligence (2012, p. 30).  Although Turkle was 

merely reporting on what she witnessed, the language used 

strengthens the argument that geek and nerd masculinity is 

considered less than male simply because it does not conform to 

typical hegemonic masculine standards of attractiveness or 

desirability, thus perpetuating jock masculinity as the hegemonic 

norm and linking geeks with the unattractive outcast trope. Turkle 

quotes MIT graduate and Professor as agreeing with the idea that 

men from MIT are more unattractive when compared with men who 

studied at Harvard, purely based on academic topics and eventual 

employment.  Lori Kendell (2000) notes in her study that the male 

BlueSky5 participants jokingly brand themselves nerds and, in 

recognising their lack of hegemonic masculinity together, they can 

bond over their experiences of being an outcast. Turkle's 

 
5 An online interactive text-only web forum for fans of the role-playing game MUD ("Multi-User 
Dungeon")  
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investigation is effective in showing the self-deprecating humour of 

nerd and geek cultures, with their negative self-perception as the 

punchline, she notes that the computer sciences students of MIT refer 

to themselves and others as “lusers” (2005, p. 191).  Although geek 

males may consider themselves undesirable or ungainly, they 

certainly do not believe themselves to be unintelligent, Turkle notes 

that they regard themselves as a technological “elite” and as “holders 

of esoteric knowledge and defenders of the purity of computation” 

(2005, p. 191) which encourages a seemingly obsessive and 

competitive behaviour surrounding the discipline. However, it can be 

suggested that these negative behaviours could be directed more 

toward others outside the technological elite, as a form of male 

bonding.    

Belinda Wheaton (2003) explored concepts and discourses that 

surround sport masculinity, and she reasons that football grounds 

and fandoms encourage 'lad culture', deemed a traditional cultural 

site or safe space for hegemonic masculinity to be performed. The 

exclusion of women, people of colour, and the LGBT+ community 

within this cultural space creates feelings of solidarity or kinship 

between the members who fit the established identity. The 

continuous othering of those who are marginalised only reinforces 

that camaraderie. Wheaton's assertions on male group bonding can 

be applied to geek culture in the same way. Kendell (2000, p. 264) 

gave an example of this by discussing the sexist jokes that circulated 

in the BlueSky online community, one of Kendell's male participants 

asked another "DIDJA SPIKE HER?" when saying he had interacted 

with a female earlier. Kendell points out that although it is a rape 

joke, the participants felt like they were making fun of themselves 

and their undesirability to women, not that they condone rape. 

Despite this excuse, it goes on to prove that nerd/geek culture is a 

masculine one, and an unwelcoming environment as some women 
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may find this type of discourse distressing or offensive. Kendell 

explains this type of humour as a form of “group identity 

construction” (p. 264); by objectifying women they are 

demonstrating their understanding of hegemonic masculinity. Lyman 

(1998, cited in Kendall, 2000) who explored male comedy bonding 

habits, elaborates that male joking navigates the masculine 

experience and neutralises any anxiety they may feel toward each 

other and their relationship with women, all the while preserving their 

gender dominance. The creation of gender and sex narratives within 

male groups are often unrealistic or improbable, however, they still 

provide descriptions and social storylines of hegemonic masculinity 

for all men to identify with (Kendall, 2000).  Salter and Blodgett 

(2017) point out that although geeks do not typically adhere to 

traditional templates of masculinity or have the kind of hyper-

masculine physiques seen in comics and mainstream cinema, they 

have created and adopted other types of masculinities built around 

intelligence and skill, rather than physical dominance. The traits and 

qualities of intelligence, principle, honour, rational thinking, and 

loneliness run through characters such as Dr Who, or Spock; even 

though they are the embodiment of nerd and geek ideals they still 

perform a heteronormative, CIS gendered masculinity.    
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The Cosplay Feminine – 
 

There has been much research to suggest that geek fandoms such as 

video games and comic books are male-dominated spheres while the 

cosplay community has mostly been labelled as feminine in recent 

literature (Winge, 2019), due to its inclusivity and creative nature.  

This chapter looks to discuss why women might be drawn to this 

community, or if this belief is even correct.  

Francesca Coppa (2007) stated in an interview that minority fans will 

“make lemonade” from the media lemons they are given which are 

mostly targeted at a white, straight, male demographic. She states 

that “remix culture” allows for the unrepresented to write or make 

their representation in the form of fanfiction and art. This need for 

representation can also be argued, extends to, and drives the cosplay 

community in its need to display its passion and identity. Nicolle 

Lamerichs (2018) defines cosplay as subcultural recreational 

costuming which takes place “in specific social contexts” such as 

fandom conventions. She notes that cosplay is more accepted and 

interlinked with mainstream Japanese culture than it is in the West. 

She states that costumes are usually homemade but could be 

acquired or commissioned from third-party stores and tailors. 

However, creating the costume independently is more respected in 

the community; some cosplayers record the creation and use of their 

outfits on cosplaying websites, for other cosplayers to discuss crafting 

skills and appraise their work. These sites are also used by the 

cosplay community to share skills, such as wig styling, makeup, and 

sewing.  The act of creation and the cultivation of skills sets are 

understood as subcultural capital within the cosplay community. 

These skills show a level of dedication, participation, and authenticity 

in the fandom, which according to Brownie and Graydon (2016) can 

be converted into status (Winge, 2019, Thornton, 1995). Lamerichs 
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suggests that the admiration given to any cultural cosplay product 

adds to the cultural capital and the documentation online helps 

secure and safeguard the authenticity. Paul Mountfort et al (2018) 

state that cosplayers expect to be rewarded for the time and money 

they invest into any cosplay project in the form of subcultural capital.  

He then explains that the consensual photographs taken of them 

wearing their creation were not only ‘tokens’ of personal worth but 

also proof of fandom capital to be exchanged online, within the digital 

cosplay community. In the quest for subcultural capital, the cosplayer 

will have to learn the craft and that is learned through the wider 

online cosplay community. Rie Matsuura and Daisuke Okabe (2015) 

show in their study of collaborative learning that the cosplay 

community is a peer and friendship-based learning group; through 

their engagement with each other, they exchange information and 

crafting techniques and thus peer review the outcomes. The online 

communities are a valuable site of subcultural mutual learning in a 

welcoming and inclusive environment; the use of each other’s 

photographs for reference promotes friendships and trust, based on 

fandom-established codes of conduct. Theresa Winge (2019) supports 

this statement, agreeing that cosplayers have established cultural 

industries online to promote cultural trends and tastes, complete with 

an education system based on communal learning.  

It is reported that cosplay is a ‘female-dominant subculture’ (Winge, 

2019, p. 50, Matsuura & Okabe, 2015, Mountfort, et al., 2018), 

Patrick Galbraith (2009, cited in Crawford & Handcock, 2019) also 

confirms cosplay as a largely female pastime, approximating that 

nearly 90% of cosplayers in Japan in 2007 were female. Many 

scholars report a large female and LGBTQ+ presence within fanfiction 

circles. Jenkins (2006, p. 43) believes fan-writing to be an “almost 

exclusively feminine” pastime.  Lamerichs somewhat disagrees with 
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Jenkins on fandom being a gendered sphere, however, she admits 

that “gendered patterns” do appear when studying certain media 

fandoms, specifically in fanfiction (2018, p. 122). It can be argued 

that the practice of cosplay and that of writing fanfiction share the 

same participatory qualities of creativity and adaptation, Rosenberg 

and Letamendi (2013) show through a sample of 198 American 

cosplayers 68% were white and 65% female, they found that 

approximately 50% of the women identified as homosexual or 

bisexual, whereas male cosplayers mostly identified as heterosexual. 

In contrast, Jenkins describes masculine fandom traits are defined by 

roles of organisations, planning, and interactive games – “roles 

consistent with patriarchal norms” (2006, p. 43). This parallels the 

notion that traditional geek culture is defined by a rigid masculine 

social framework that defines how people are expected to interact 

with media texts.   

The dissimilarity in the ways ‘fanboys’ and ‘fangirls’ interact with the 

media texts is due to men feeling no need to change or alter the text 

because his gaze and authenticity are catered to, whereas the fangirl 

feels driven to adapt the text to feel represented in her aspirations, 

emotions, or sexuality (Salter & Blodgett, 2017). Nichols (2019)  

argues that women purposefully appropriate and manipulate 

canonised media characters through crossplay6 because there is a 

large demand for, but lack of strong female representation within 

media.  Jenkins (2006), like Lamerichs (2018) also describe women 

as using fan-writing as a means of articulating a female-driven 

counter-text that is lacking in male-dominated media genres. For this 

argument, Jenkins cites David Bleich (1986) who observed that 

women were more likely to adapt and expand on fandom texts than 

men, who tend to adhere to the original plot and not venture too far 

 
6 Cosplaying as a character of a different gender/sex  
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from the original narrative. It can be argued that the female desire to 

elaborate and adapt canonised plot lines in fan-writing is consistent 

with the adaptability, creativity, and identity representations of the 

cosplay subculture, as the creation of the costume and the role-

playing of the character is dependent upon the cosplayers' 

interpretation of the media text, and what the cosplayers' intent is 

while navigating the geek male convention spaces (Salter & Blodgett, 

2017).  

Crawford and Hancock also show other independent studies that have 

similar findings. Crawford and Hancock (2019, p. 91) note that male 

cosplayers generally claim to have been reluctantly introduced to 

cosplaying through a female friend or relative, remarking that this 

may just be an excuse to reduce their enthusiasm for and 

membership of a female-dominated social sphere. The acquisition and 

use of talents such as sewing, make-up, wig styling and costuming 

showing the cosplay community are generally considered 

stereotypically feminine skills. Winge explains that many cis-het7 

males’ cosplayers find it difficult to combine their cosplaying with 

their masculinity and sexuality. Brownie and Graydon (2016, p. 123) 

suggest that male cosplayers, like male gamers, tend to refer to 

costume as “gear”, “armour”, or “uniform” in a bid to assert a 

masculine narrative onto the act of costuming, as these terms have 

connotations of labour and the military.   

One of the central focuses of cosplay is not just crafting and skill but 

the artistic interpretations of other fandoms, such as gaming, anime, 

comic books, and film, those who do not cosplay but take part in the 

geek community may consider some cosplay as an appropriation of 

their culture due to the creative reimagining of some cosplays 

(Lamerichs, 2018). Crawford and Hancock (2019, p. 134) observe 

 
7 Cis-gender – Heterosexual/Heteronormative individual 
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that cosplayers enjoy humorously subverting and developing the 

stylistic choices of traditionally canonised media characters, while 

staying true to their role-play characterisation, such as in crossplay. 

Elizabeth Gackstetter Nichols (2019, p. 276) also made this 

observation and argues that cis-gender female cosplayers use 

crossplay and gender-bent cosplay as a way of exploring their 

sexuality and gender because the cosplay fandom provides a safe 

space free of “societal rigidity”. About gender performance, Winge 

(2019) recorded that in contrast to female crossplayers who are 

unrestricted in their performance, male crossplayers either have 

achieved a convincing portrayal of hyper-femininity or portray the 

character with humour or risk harsh criticism and mockery.  

However, Winge also comments that some female cosplayers choose 

to conform to canonically correct cosplay depictions to avoid potential 

online harassment in masculine fandom spaces. It seems cosplay 

spaces provide a safe environment for crossplayers to explore both 

their creativity and gender identity, while it appears the wider geek 

community may not be so tolerant of these expressions due to 

entrenched hegemonic geek ideals. Ironically, Winge (2019) reveals 

anxiety within the cosplay community about the possibility of cosplay 

shifting to a more patriarchal structure due to the increased interest 

and participation by men, regardless of their sexuality.  She also 

states that many female cosplayers fear an increase in sexual 

harassment due to this but recognise that most of it some from 

outside the community. Overall, the inclusive nature of cosplay allows 

male cosplayers to be welcomed and become valued members of the 

community. 
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Gatekeeping – 
 

What these previous chapters demonstrate is that not only is geek 

masculinity in conflict with hegemonic masculinity it is also in conflict 

with the female geek identity. It has been shown that male and 

female fans interact with fandoms and media texts in different ways, 

as one endeavours to increase representation in those texts the other 

attempts to maintain the existing social framework.  

There is not much written on the practice of subcultural gatekeeping 

but John Fiske (1992) uses the ideas laid out by Pierre Bourdieu on 

social distinctions to better explain the cultural economy found within 

fandom subcultures. Bourdieu argued that our cultural tastes are 

influenced by our social class and even gender, and therefore an 

individual’s social tier can be identified by those unconscious but 

obvious learned social distinctions (1984, p. 468). Fiske agrees with 

Bourdieu’s distinction between ‘high culture’ and ‘low culture’, with 

subordinated socio-economically poorer classes being drawn to 

lowbrow entertainment, but Fiske disagrees that this is a hollow 

currency. He argues that fandoms have created their own “shadow 

cultural economy” (p. 30)  that emulates the same cultural economic 

framework as ‘official culture’ (p. 31). Comic books and video game 

culture are often associated with lowbrow entertainment, which Paul 

Lopes (2006) argues is a cause of adult stigmatisation due to its links 

to childhood play. Lopes states that stigma is weaponised to discredit 

what is considered low culture to maintain high and low-class taste 

distinctions which help maintain social class divisions.  

Subcultures do not emerge fully formed for people to buy into once 

the mainstream media acknowledges it, but instead, they grow out of 

mainstream rejection and criticism (Thornton, 1995). Thornton found 

that the term ‘underground’ was used to describe music and styles 

deemed acceptable or representative of ‘deviant’ youth subculture. 
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the underground subculture was not fashionable or ‘in vogue’ but 

instead considered cool; she states “underground’ sounds and styles 

are ‘authentic’ and pitted against the mass-produced and mass-

consumed” (p. 117).  Thornton asserts that it is binary thinking set 

up in opposition to mainstream value sets, fashion, and politics that 

influence core sets of values, style, and political ideologies shown by 

any subcultural movement or grouping. She explains that an ‘us’ and 

‘them’ schema is created to further define and characterise a 

subculture for people to identify with. The juxtapositions may be built 

as such: alternative/mainstream, or authentic/fake (pp. 115-116). 

She notes that although subcultures try to stand for a subversion of 

the mainstream, they will unavoidably come to duplicate those same 

structures within their cultural framework, in the form of cultural 

hierarchies based on subcultural capital, or a currency of cool (p. 

116). This explanation of subculture relates well to the concept of 

geek culture, as those who take part feel somewhat marginalised by 

wider mainstream society, who may not share the same interests as 

them. It also shows the seemingly inevitable human compulsion of 

social tiering, which is more evident now due to geek culture 

becoming more widespread. This does seem to stand in contrast to 

the notion of a true counterculture being subversive or divergent, and 

in terms of geek culture, the commodification of geek media by 

companies like Disney are mostly welcomed when the texts are 

treated ‘correctly’, and the culture’s commercialisation is not totally 

rejected. However, this does not mean ‘original’ geeks have to accept 

new fans as equals, and increased mainstream exposure means that 

the diversity within geek fandom cultures is now more observable, 

which is also in contrast with the geek stereotype. This can be argued 

as one of the reasons behind subcultural gatekeeping and the 

subsequent social tiering.  
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 Fiske claims that, because fandoms operate in opposition to ‘official 

culture’, this encourages popular culture to become magnified within 

these communities. Despite this fact, fandoms still retain a modified 

version of the structure of official high culture, such as value placed 

on trivial fan knowledge and possessions. Again, building on 

Bourdieu’s concepts of cultural capital Thornton (1995) coined the 

term ‘subcultural capital’ as she believed Bourdieu’s disregard of 

lowbrow fandom interests to be short-sighted as it overlooked the 

interests and hobbies of most of society. Thornton considered popular 

culture to be a valuable form of capital within specific social spheres 

or fandoms, and just like cultural capital, subcultural capital bestows 

status on those who know the right people, know the right 

terminology, have the right style, and so on. Thornton states that 

subcultural capital is objectified as it relies on the individual becoming 

its embodiment, in the form of haircuts and displayed belongings (p. 

11). Paul Hodkinson (2002) applied Thornton’s concept to the goth 

subculture, where he found a much more pronounced use of 

subcultural capital because goth lifestyles are highly stylised. He 

noted that due to this, there were various types of goths based on 

different stylistic choices, which communicated their interests to other 

members of the scene. 

Hodkinson (2002) saw those mediators of goth culture were primarily 

“goth specific retailers” who determined what items of style and 

music were to be included or excluded sub-culturally (p. 147).  

Benjamin Woo (2012) studied the gatekeeping practices of geek 

culture and found three forms: curation, education, and 

diversification.  It can be argued that curation and education both 

relate to the acquisition of subcultural capital as Woo explains, it is 

the responsibility of store owners to curate which subcultural texts 

are worthy of becoming part of the subculture, and which to exclude. 

This reinforces the finding of Hodkinson that retailers become the 
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unofficial wardens of a subculture through their selections of what is 

acceptable. In terms of 'education', Woo explains that customers will 

perceive retailers to be subcultural authority figures. He highlights an 

unequal power dynamic between retailer and customer which allows 

the retailer to influence a patron's taste and opinions to what is good 

media, or bad media. An independent comic book shop can be a 

social hub for many geeks, with retailers hosting various game nights 

and tournaments regularly. Retailers can get the opinion of their most 

reliable customers while also referring less frequent visitors to brands 

and labels most revered by the former group. With the rise of 

franchise comic bookstores and internet buying, this discourse 

between independent retailers and buyers is now limited. It can be 

argued that before the availability of easy internet shopping, local 

sub-cultural retailers were able to maintain authority over and 

gatekeep the subculture in a way that was largely seen as legitimate. 

Now that most people can moderate their tastes or preferences 

regarding fashion, films and franchises, more people are taking it 

upon themselves to try to curate other people's interests through 

'education'. It is important to highlight that, in terms of gatekeeping 

authority, there is no legitimate authority or ‘board’, it is just a 

perceived authority based on subcultural capital and knowledge. In 

terms of independent retailers this authority is mostly in good faith, 

however, online gatekeeping is less about education and transference 

of knowledge and more about the cancellation8, group conformity and 

assimilation from those who consider themselves an expert.  

Unfortunately, Woo overlooked the influence of internet culture on 

gatekeeping practices, however, Hodkinson (2002) mentioned the 

influence that internet discussion boards have on the formation of 

subcultural trends and values. He states that they play an essential 

 
8 The act of ostracising, excluding, or blacklisting someone or something through social media collectives 
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gatekeeping role within subcultures, as items can be discussed, 

appreciated, or appraised publicly (p. 183), without the influence of 

cultural retailers. Hodkinson credits the internet as becoming a tool to 

improve offline subcultural activities and to increase community 

affiliations (p. 186). Although Hodkinson is correct that the internet 

does foster feelings of camaraderie when communicating with people 

of like a mind, almost two decades after this was written, social 

media, and internet shopping apps, such as Amazon, have changed 

how subcultural gatekeeping is used as it encouraged the departure 

from the retail model and ascent of the subcultural capital model in 

which to police fan participation. 

John Fiske (1992) cites Bourdieu as stating that because fandom is 

subordinate to official culture it must serve a purpose in the fan’s life, 

which is to facilitate identity, empowerment, and self-worth, it can be 

argued that people might be inclined to safeguard those texts which 

give their existence meaning.   Although the concept of fans policing 

other fans had not been labelled as gatekeeping yet, Fiske recognised 

that fans controlled what was considered authentic within their 

fandoms. He states, “fans discriminate fiercely” when they are 

discussing the worth of media texts, he also explains that some fans 

had begun distinguishing casual fans from ‘true fans’ based on their 

interest in the intellectual review of the media, and the amount of in-

depth fandom knowledge they held (1992, pp. 34-35).  

As Fiske goes on to state, older male fans are more likely to follow 

the same discrimination and authentication processes as official 

culture because they share the same cultural habitus, he explains 

that these men use the same cultural qualifiers as 'highbrow' culture 

to justify and legitimate their fandom texts, such as pointing out its 

complexity, subtlety, or nuance. He also describes marginalised fans 

(POC, women, LGBTQ+) as more inclined to use trends and passion 
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to make those distinctions because they have been disenfranchised 

regarding official economic and cultural capital.  Winge’s (2019) 

observations bear a resemblance to Fiske’s as she states that some 

people from outside the cosplay community use their fandom 

expertise to shame cosplayers by ridiculing their costume accuracy or 

construction. 

Gatekeeping has taken on a new form and meaning in the past few 

years regarding subcultural interaction, Massanari (2017) states that 

although there is an increasingly mainstream interest in geek culture, 

a large amount of subcultural capital needed to fully participate in the 

subculture is often doubted, mocked, or written off as eccentricity. 

Ironically, as geekier interests have become more popular, the geek 

stereotype has continued to be connected to a subordinated 

masculinity which has led to some of those who identify with that 

label feeling even more marginalised due to negative/mocking 

portrayals of them in mainstream culture. The ensuing resentment 

towards the mainstream from self-identifying geeks creates a hostile 

environment for minority groups such as women, LGBTQ+ 

individuals, and people of colour who wish to participate as these 

groupings also do not fit into the white, heterosexual, cis-gendered 

male geek stereotype. Thornton (1995) notes that the exclusivity 

connected to underground, youth subcultures is due to the limited 

diversity of their membership which may become elitist in practice, 

with admittance to the core subculture relying on their display of 

subcultural capital. The behaviour of gatekeeping participation may 

not be new to subcultures but has become amplified due to fans 

taking to the internet to find like-minded people.  It has been 

suggested that many white male-dominated fandoms choose not to 

recognise the insidious structural barriers, such as sexism, racism, 

homophobia, and transphobia (Massanari, 2017). Nisbett (2018) also 

recognised that misogyny was being downplayed by fandom 
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members, stating that some female fans have decided to just accept 

the sexism to keep the peace. Massanari, argues that cyber 

libertarianism enables much of the hostility found on open-source 

platforms such as Reddit and 4Chan. These sites host a collection of 

different nerdy fandom communities, with the most popular having 

an emphasis on a 'geek sensibility', as described by Massanari (2017, 

p. 330). She explains that anonymity and lack of accountability 

afforded to geeks and gamers on these platforms encourage a hostile 

environment towards women and assist in supporting toxic techno-

cultures. This reasoning can also apply to other minority groups who 

also take part in nerdier pursuits, as she also states that many white 

male geeks believe or claim the lack of diversity in the subculture is 

due to minority groups' being disinterested in nerdier pastimes. 
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Comic Book Chauvinism –  
 

Much of what is considered gatekeeping online is made up of 

unfriendly, argumentative, and demeaning interactions based on 

personal prejudices and assumptions. There have been many 

reported cases of women, POC, and the LGBTQ+ community being 

targeted for their participation in certain fandom and subcultures. 

Some academics reason that this discrimination and objectification is 

due to the ways minorities are represented within media texts, which 

not only pander to the male gaze but also erase sections of the 

community.  

The authenticity of women within geek and nerd fandom communities 

are often questioned or doubted; female cosplayers are specifically 

considered attention seekers, lacking the needed geek credentials to 

be considered a ‘real fan’ (Hill, 2017). Stephanie Orme cites Amy 

Nyberg (1995) who argues that female comic book readers feel like 

“trespassers” within the fandom because they are thought of as 

imposters by the large, visible male fanbase (2016, p. 405). Nisbett 

(2018) investigated misogyny within fandom cultures and found that 

the members of a traditionally white male geek subculture are 

recoiling from a noticeable diversification. She observed that female 

fans feel as though they are second-tier fans and not fully accepted in 

the geek subculture. These accounts are supported by Natasha Hill 

(2017)  who compares the way female sports fans are treated to 

female geeks and cosplayers, stating that their participation causes a 

fear that the masculinity of an established fandom will be 

undermined. Nevertheless, recent research suggests an equalisation 

of participation within convention and hobbyist spaces (O'Leary, 

2015, MacDonald, 2014, Orme, 2016).  

Salter and Blodgett (2017, p. 104) discuss the paradox of 

participation for female cosplayers within the geek fandom. They 
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state that female characters are frequently hyper-sexualised, but 

female cosplayers who perform these ideals, or their sexuality as 

perceived by the accepted canon are shunned and discredited as 

‘fake-fans’. They cite McKnight et al (2013) who explains that female 

geeks, just as their male counterparts, are meant to be sexless and 

unattractive, so when a geeky female overtly demonstrates their 

sexuality or desirability it instantly marks them as a synthetic fan by 

those less courageous, thus revealing that these female characters 

are made to be “objects of desire” rather than of female aspiration or 

empowerment.  Winge (2019) states that some female characters are 

so sexualised that many female cosplayers resort to cosmetic surgery 

to alter their appearance, choosing to enlarge their breasts to better 

replicate the buxom hourglass figures seen in media texts, although 

she mentioned this is often disapproved of within the community.    

Jeffrey Brown (2011, p. 236) states that although Wonder Woman is 

a symbol of female empowerment, encouraging many girls to become 

comic book readers, she is also “an eroticised fetish object”, designed 

to appeal to the male gaze with her short skirts, tight shorts, and 

corsetry. He believes female superheroes struggle in mainstream 

media due to intense fetishisation and he explains that Wonder 

Woman was created to satisfy male bondage and dominatrix 

fantasies, which in turn created a fear of female sexuality with teen 

boys. This duality created a readership that both desires and fears 

women. Salter and Blodgett (2017) concur, stating that comic book 

writers and artists are more focused on a female character’s 

exaggerated femininity and desirability than their storyline or 

character development. Brown uses the trope of robot or cyborg 

women in films and television to demonstrate “the ultimate fetishizing 

of the female body and misogynistic fears” (2011, p. 104). He states 

that the fantasy of creating the ideal woman derives from the desire 

to control; by removing their autonomy and limiting their femininity 
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to a binary, women are transformed into possessions and objects. 

With the removal of subjective wants, aspirations, and emotions from 

the female character, she becomes an ideal woman who is there to 

serve, gratify and obey her male designer (p. 102). Brown cites the 

examples of Lara Croft and other female video game protagonists as 

being the real-world equivalent of the robot woman he describes - 

Lara as an eternally youthful “techno-puppet” (p. 108) created for 

and by men.  Accordingly, Winge (2019, p. 193) states that the 

limited and hypersexualised female character choices result in 

cosplayers who accurately depict said characters becoming a proxy 

for others’ fetishes and sexual fantasies.  Natasha Hill (2017) notes 

that because comic book, film and video game industries are largely 

under male management, female character creation will be 

hypersexualised to appeal to the male gaze. Her observations are 

supported by veteran cartoonist Trina Robbins who reasons that the 

sexist culture now seen in the comic book industry started in the 

early to mid-20th Century when women were still predominant 

creatives in the industry. She explained that female readership 

decreased in the Sixties and so utilised the male gaze to perpetuate 

the myth of comics always being a masculine interest, in turn 

alienating the last remaining female comic fans  (Robbins, 1996). 

Orme (2016) also comments that male engagement was won through 

the hyper-sexualisation of female characters, increased focus on 

male-centric storylines and character developments.  

Both Lamerichs (2018) and Salter and Blodgett (2017) reference the 

rage-filled Facebook post of Comic Book artist, Tony Harris. He 

speaks about female cosplayers at comic book conventions, labelling 

them predatory attention seekers, who are not sincere in their 

interest in geek media, or the men who frequent convention spaces. 

Harris represented female attractiveness as being synonymous with 

disingenuousness, or artificiality. He goes on to make the criticism 
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that female cosplayers and geeks are unattractive and rejected by 

mainstream ‘jocks. He maintains that their sole reason to be there is 

to trick a geek man into dating them. Harris's position is particularly 

toxic as it also perpetuates the myth of the geek male being sexually 

or romantically undesirable. Lamerich (2018) points out the 

contradiction in his position regarding female cosplayers being 

unattractive, as he also states that they use their sexuality to arouse 

men. She also points out the contradictory nature of Harris' 

arguments surrounding the overtly sexual portrayal of female 

cosplay, and their character designs which he and his peers are 

responsible for creating. Kendall (2000, p. 263) observed that male 

nerds online would routinely participate in conversations that 

objectified women; she quotes one of her participants referring to 

female geeks as “pale” and “blubbery” (p. 265). This type of 

objectification is not limited to just Caucasian women, with women of 

colour experiencing a far more condensed form of sexualisation from 

primarily white males. Madden et al (2018) explain that black women 

experience a combination of racism and misogyny (misogynoir), 

demonstrating that black female bodies are more heavily policed and 

expected to fit into white beauty standards, regarding size, height, 

hair, and complexion. Kendall adds that the sexism and misogyny 

witnessed in the nerd community is due to the unrealistic concept of 

female attractiveness created by geek media, coupled with the myth 

of the undesirable ‘beta’ masculinity (p. 266).  Nisbett (2018, p. 184) 

notes that female cosplayers who are deemed less attractive are 

harassed online by “geek misogynists” just as much as the 

“attractive” female cosplayers are sexually harassed.  

Mountfort et al (2018) write on the issue of body and fat-shaming in 

online spheres, stating that it is mainly men who comment on how 

appropriate a cosplay performance is, based on the female 

cosplayer's physique or supposed fitness level. Winge's findings 
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support this stating that “body shaming has become an important 

issue in the Cosplay fandom” (2019, p. 178) as plus-sized female 

cosplayers are encountering a great deal of hostility because they are 

choosing to costume as characters of a smaller size. Winge (2019) 

argued that this is due to a lack of plus-sized representation within 

media texts.  Mountfort (2018) also notes that online commenters 

are also likely to remark on the unacceptability of people of colour 

cosplaying characters who are not originally black, and this 

observation is also supported by Crawford & Hancock (2019). Winge 

reveals that this resentment can also be seen within the Steampunk 

fandom, with POC steam-punkers was sometimes seen as 

‘interrupting’ the fantasy roleplay as the timeline is steeped in the 

colonialism of the 19th and early 20th Century. Winge also notes that 

the black cosplay community, in response to canonical cosplay 

racism, have had to create their own spaces online where they can 

showcase their cosplay creations without fear of abuse.  

Salter and Blodgett (2017, p. 107) cite Jill Pantozzi’s experiences of 

receiving unwanted sexual harassment from male comic book fans as 

demonstrating that those fans fear female images being “taken away” 

or reclaimed by a female audience because those hyper-sexualised 

images fuel their “masturbatory fantasies”. Brown (2011, pp. 174-

175) states that although female superheroes possess the same 

powers and are just as daring as their male counterparts, they are no 

more than a male sexual ideal. Citing Scott Bukatman (1994) as 

confirmation, he states that the scantily dressed women depicted 

within comic books are created with “masturbatory fantasies” in 

mind, as their bodies have “exaggerated sexual characteristics”.  

Winge (2019, p. 155) states that female cosplayers and M-F 

crossplayers are mostly sexually harassed by “outsiders” from the 

cosplay community and states that this is due to female character 
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designs being overly eroticised and fetishised by those in the geek 

subculture and mainstream, who “interpret [the] costume[s] as 

implied consent”. Nisbett (2018) remarks on the conflicting views 

between some female cosplayers with some embracing sexualisation 

and using it to their advantage, while others believe the willing 

objectification for increased attention to be dangerous, as it could 

encourage sexual harassment in convention spaces. This matches the 

findings of Winge, who states that female cosplayers sometimes “feel 

like prey” (p. 155). Natasha Hill  (2017) agrees that although cosplay 

is a role-playing experience reliant on an audience and their 

reactions, this interaction can be hazardous for female cosplayers due 

to issues surrounding objectification and fetish. Hill notes that sexual 

harassment is not only unsolicited touching but is also unwanted 

comments on appearance and non-consensual photographs.  

In summary, hegemonic masculinity is the most prominent type of 

masculinity and is built against an emphasized femininity to maintain 

female subordination within society, but it is also designed indirect in 

competition with all other subordinated masculinities.  geek 

masculinity is a form of subordinated masculinity and adds to the 

collective achievements of the hegemonic, which solidifies feelings of 

male fellowship in the mutual subjugation of women (Connell, 2005).  

The entertainment industry promotes this subjugation through film 

and other media narratives, with many men subscribing to them 

through their consumption of fantasy figures which appeal to the 

male ego (Connell, 1987). The Superhero is utilised to communicate 

male cultural ideals through power fantasies and “aspirational models 

of masculinity” in comic books and films (Brown, 2016).  The geek 

stereotype is still considered to be predominantly heterosexual, male, 

and Caucasian, and display an uncomfortable lack of social skills and 

self-confidence, which produces some resentment toward others 

more socially capable. In contrast, cosplay is considered a female 
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fandom due to its links to the creative arts of sewing, make-up, and 

hairstyling, and unlike the geek stereotype, cosplayers are thought of 

as being incredibly sociable and inclusive and celebrated for their 

resourcefulness and imagination (Winge, 2019). Subcultural 

gatekeeping has transformed from being a retailer-specific role to 

being democratised by social media, with some fans using subcultural 

capital to discriminate and shame other fandom members. However, 

the acceptability of this style of gatekeeping is widely disapproved 

due to its negativity, with many minorities bearing the brunt of most 

of the harassment. Based on the evidence presented here is still a lot 

of room for an investigation into the subject of subcultural 

gatekeeping concerning geek masculinity and its relationship with 

female fandom members. This study will try to address some of the 

gaps and disparities were shown in this chapter, such as cosplay 

being female-led, as well as corroborate or challenge any subcultural 

stereotypes, such as the FGG 
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Methods 
 

Research Design –  
 

This study aims to gain in-depth information on gatekeeping 

behaviours witnessed in the cosplay community and to a degree the 

wider geek subculture. To do this, individual motivations, feelings, 

and experiences of cosplayers about the geek stereotype and cosplay 

culture need to be investigated, so a qualitative approach was 

applied.  Qualitative research can be defined as an overarching term 

for multiple types of interpretive methodologies, such as interviews, 

focus groups and observational studies, and tries to interpret the 

meaning that social actors attribute to their actions rather than 

thought or behavioural frequency (Van Maanen, 1979, p. 520). 

Concerned with individual perspectives and group interactions 

qualitative research is an “interpretive and naturalistic approach” 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p. 2) to naturally occurring societal 

phenomena.  

At the beginning of this study, a collection of small focus groups was 

going to be used but due to the Coronavirus pandemic, this approach 

was deemed no longer viable. The goal was to have multiple 

participants discuss the phenomenon of gatekeeping. Consequently, 

the method for this research was re-evaluated and changed to online 

semi-structured interviews of cosplayers who take part in the Scottish 

Cosplay community. One of the advantages of using online skype 

(audio only) interviews was that the removal of geographical 

limitations allowed for a more diverse participant sample. Individual 

interviews generate in-depth data due to the amount of time each 

participant can take to develop their ideas and opinions and produce 

rich data.  A semi-structured question set maintains a degree of 

standardisation but allows for more open-ended questions to be 
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asked and new lines of questioning to be explored while creating a 

relaxed atmosphere that encourages conversation. This style of 

interviewing is flexible in adapting to the direction the interviewee is 

taking the conversation. Although some discourse may not match the 

expectations of the research question at first, these digressions may 

provide insight into a wider cultural context (Bryman, 2004).  

 

Sampling –  
 

Sampling was initially done using personal connections to the local 

cosplay community. While the approach to data collection had to be 

adapted to the new lockdown and social distancing rules in the UK, 

the means of generating a meaningful sample size remained mostly 

unchanged. Advertisements9 (see Appx. 1) were placed on social 

media and encouraged followers to repost if they felt someone in 

their network would be interested in taking part. 

Four participants were found by soliciting on the Scottish cosplayers 

Facebook group. One more was referred from this sample source; 

participant six was referred through Twitter by a friend who had seen 

the original advertisement. They in turn recommended another 

cosplayer, participant seven, to take part. The eighth and ninth 

participants were recruited through personal connections. 

Purposive sampling is strategic in targeting specific communities who 

are central and essential to the research question, while also seeking 

out individuals who are interested in the study (Bryman, 2004). This 

sampling approach was chosen as the primary type of sampling 

because it allowed me to target a specific section of the cosplay 

community. It is an accessible and practical form of sampling for both 

 
9 Made on the creative app CANVA. Allows the user to edit the advertisement to any size and 
formatting 
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the interviewer and the participants because it can be done remotely 

through advertisements and email exchanges. It's a fast and simple 

way of finding participants but it has the drawback of possibly being 

biased and only representative of those people who are predisposed 

to taking part in research interviews and hinges on the researcher 

trusting that the interviewees’ motives and experiences are genuine. 

Snowball sampling was also used in the sampling process as a few 

participants who were found through opportunity sampling referred 

one other potential participant to the study (Bryman, 2004).  

Using the internet and social media to help source a sample of 

participants proved beneficial overall as it allowed for a broader 

demographic of people to take part in the study.  If the research had 

been limited to the local area of Dundee, it would have been unlikely 

to attract participant cosplayers from further afield. Although the 

sample pool was much smaller than previously anticipated or hoped 

for, the sampling strategies used delivered a wider and very diverse 

group of individuals who were very enthusiastic to take part.  As 

shown in the table below, most of the participants were female or 

female-presenting. Unfortunately, most of the participants’ exact 

genders and sexualities were not precisely or formally recorded as 

the importance of LGBTQ+ representation in this study was not 

foreseen. So, in this knowledge this study will use the term female 

presenting based on an assumption of appearance and the verbal 

contexts of the interviews, as their genders were undisclosed. Seven 

of the participants were white British and this group was the most 

represented within the study. However, two interviewees were people 

of colour and ethnicity and their perspectives proved to be incredibly 

valuable to the research. As stated before, the study was to look at a 

sample of cosplayers in Scotland, but not Scottish cosplayers 

exclusively, however, due to the study taking place in Scotland, it 
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was expected the research would predominantly show a Scottish 

nationality bias within the sample. 

Gender Age Sexuality Nationality Ethnicity Cosplay Genre Cosplay 

Years 

Female 18-26 Undisclosed American Black Comic, Film 4 

Female 18-26 Heterosexual English White Film, TV 7 

Female 27-35 Undisclosed English White Anime & Games 15 

Male 27-35 Undisclosed English White Anime & Games 15 

Non-binary 18-26 Pansexual Scottish White Anime & Games 8 

Undisclosed 27-35 Undisclosed Malaysian Asian Film, TV 15 

Undisclosed 18-26 Undisclosed Scottish White Film, TV 7 

Undisclosed 18-26 Undisclosed Scottish White Cartoons & Games 8 

Undisclosed 18-26 Undisclosed Scottish White Cartoons & Games 9 

Table 1: Demographics information of the sample 

 

Ethics –  
 

In 2019, at the beginning of this research process, the prospective 

study's ethics form was submitted to Abertay's School of Research 

Ethics Committee for approval which was deemed to have no serious 

ethical issues in terms of its approach.  

Before interviewing any of the participants I made sure that I got 

both written and verbal consent, as this would eliminate any potential 

misunderstandings concerning informed consent and participant 

rights. This precaution was also to provide the University of Abertay, 

myself, and the interviewees' additional security if any wished to opt-

out in the future. Firstly, the consent form was constructed from the 

template provided by Abertay University, where it thoroughly and 

accurately explains privacy notices and legal basis for processing per 

the Data Protection Act 2018 (or any successor legislation) and (EU) 

2016/679 the General Data Protection Regulation ("GDPR") (and any 

other directly applicable EU regulation relating to privacy) (together 

"Data Protection Law").  
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Each interviewee was emailed a downloadable copy of the consent 

form (see Appx. 2) at least twenty-four hours before the arranged 

Skype interview, which detailed their rights as a participant, such as 

the right to withdraw and all information pertaining to how the data 

they would provide would be used and stored following Abertay 

University's ethical procedures. The twenty-four hours wait between 

the consent form being given and received back before the interview 

took place was to allow the participants time to read and understand 

the terms to which they were agreeing.  At the beginning of the 

recorded Skype interviews, the consent terms were read verbatim 

before the interview took place. The Skype audio recordings were 

then transferred to a secure folder on Abertay University’s secure V: 

drive. The twelve hours of audio was transcribed manually using 

Microsoft Word with the participants’ identities removed for purposes 

of anonymity and replaced with a two-letter alias and kept on the 

secure V: drive.  

 

Data Collection –  
 

Nine interviews were conducted between March and May 2020.  Most 

interviews lasted between 45 minutes and an hour, although two 

interviews lasted two hours as the participants were particularly 

interested and engaged with the interview. The interview questions 

(see Appx. 3) focused on the themes laid out in the literature review, 

which consisted of topics such as geek masculinity, social media, 

cosplay femininity, and fictional fetishism. The interview set was 

comprised of twenty-four questions, although not all were used with 

every participant due to the interviews being semi-structured and 

therefore some of the questions were not needed as the participants 

elaborated on such themes themselves. In the following, I will discuss 

some of the core questions of the interview to illustrate how they 
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were designed to collect the relevant data for answering my research 

question.  

The literature and research from the academic fields of masculinity 

and fandom studies; such as the work of Connell (1987) & (2005), 

and Salter and Blodgett (2017) help form the subsequent question 

set.  Throughout the research process, many articles stated that 

cosplay was a female hobby, with a large female fanbase. I wished to 

test this estimation and reveal if a larger female presence had any 

influence on the communities renowned inclusivity. The cosplayers 

were asked: "would you describe cosplay as a female-dominated 

pastime?", I found that the participants mostly refuted the claim and 

instead claimed a larger LGBTQ+ influence in the community. In 

retrospect, I feel the word choice of ‘dominated’ in this context was 

poor and could have been substituted for ‘lead’ or ‘driven’, as I feel 

many of the participants believed the question was investigating an 

observable gender ratio rather than who had the loudest voices in the 

community. A further question had a similar issue. This is the 

question “would you describe conventions spaces as masculine?”, 

with many of the cosplayers commenting on gender ratios witnessed 

at conventions rather than elaborating on sub-cultural behaviours, 

values, or norms. Although, one must note that in this current 

political climate, applying binary gender definitions may also be too 

generalised and simplistic an outlook on a community so geared 

towards acceptance, inclusivity, and diversity. I also asked the 

question “how would you describe the community in terms of 

inclusivity and diversity?”. As anticipated the responses were 

consistently positive and spoke of an overall accepting community. 

On the topic of geek masculinity, the cosplayers were presented with 

a quotation from comic book artist Tony Harris (see Appx. 4), they 

were asked to comment on the views presented in the quote.  
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This form of questioning with a prompt allowed the cosplayer to show 

their perspective and values without the interviewer leading which 

produced incredibly valuable data for the investigation. This quote 

provided a well-timed steppingstone to other subjects which could be 

explored, such as sub-cultural gatekeeping, negative interactions on 

social media, and the fake geek girl meme as it contained aspects of 

each of these areas.  Overall, the question set was mostly understood 

in ways one would expect or anticipated, any misinterpretation was 

maybe due to wording choices that could have been different. This is 

an important lesson learned for future studies on the topic. Each of 

these interviews was audio-only and recorded on Skype and then 

transcribed in Microsoft Word with each of the participants being fully 

anonymised. Each of the interviewees was given aliases, which was 

then shortened to two letters from that name to increase the privacy 

and security of the cosplayer.  Unfortunately, data saturation, defined 

as: “the degree to which new data repeats what is expressed in 

previous data” (Saunders, et al., 2017, p. 1897) was not achieved as 

the sample size was not large enough to be certain of total data 

saturation. New themes and patterns may emerge with new 

participants and so the data collection process would need to 

continue.  
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Analysis –  
 

Once the interviews had been transcribed, they were imported into 

the qualitative analysis software NVivo, whereby each interview was 

codified for a comprehensive thematic analysis. Thematic analysis is 

the process of recognising, categorising, and investigating patterns 

and themes found within types of qualitative data. Braun and Clarke 

(2006) state that this method is hard to define generally as there is 

no clear or standardised way to carry it out.  

 In thematic analysis, the researcher identifies themes and 

sentiments within the text then codes that section as such. Normally 

this is done with a Qualitative Data Analysis Software (such as 

NVivo); the software allows to organise and collect those themes and 

shows them in a measurable way (Bryman, 2004). Braun and Clarke 

describe analytic themes as “something important about the data in 

relation to the research question” (2006, p. 82). The importance of 

the theme depends on the number of times it is referenced, and in 

what reoccurring context. However, the total times of reoccurrence 

does not signify importance, it may just show frequency and 

prevalence. For frequency to be considered important, it must be 

reported over many participants, and much of the significance of the 

theme is awarded by the researcher.   Braun and Clarke (2006, p. 

80)  also mention that themes are usually described as “‘emerging’ or 

being ‘discovered’”, however, they emphasise the functional and 

reflective role of the researcher and point out that their 

preconceptions and interests will influence the analysis to a degree, 

therefore the analyst has to become more aware of their thinking and 

try to be more objective in identifying patterns. By using NVivo I was 

able to identify and organise the themes found within the interviews 
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through thematic coding. By assigning themes/nodes10 to specific 

parts of the discourses, the coded nodes could also be structured into 

hierarchies of narratives or sentiments. This function helped in 

forming a cohesive framework when writing the findings chapter 

(Bryman, 2004).  

NVivo assists in the categorisation of unstructured data which helps 

the researcher identify the relationships between each coded theme 

by taking copies of the selected text and accumulating them in one 

larger document. For example (see Appx. 5), the theme of 

“gatekeeping” has the sub-theme of “canonically correct cosplay 

(CCC11 from this point forward)”, and this node has two more sub-

nodes of “problematic CCC” and “Pride in Accuracy”; this ranking of 

themes indicated that gatekeeping practices might be influenced by 

subjects such as precision and authenticity.  The number of times 

these themes/nodes are tagged shows how relevant or widespread 

the themes were within the overall collection of interviews. 

Theoretical saturation is “the point in coding when you find that no 

new codes occur in the data. There are mounting instances of the 

same codes, but no new ones” (Urquhart, 2013, p. 104). Within this 

study I began to see the same themes repeated across each 

interview, themes such as inclusivity, diversity, racism, body 

shaming, and sexism.  I argue that this study managed to reach a 

level of theoretical saturation in terms of it being a new area of 

investigation as, although the data collected was limited in terms of 

sample size, the analysis showed some clear themes and trends 

which can be developed in the future.  As such, NVivo analysis 

reached a level of inductive thematic saturation as all the themes and 

patterns within the data sets were identified and coded, and thus the 

 
10 In Nvivo themes are called nodes and the two terms are used with the same meaning here 
11 Canonically Correct Cosplay – costuming that accurately depicts a media character in their traditional 
form 
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transcripts no longer needed to be reviewed (Bryman, 2004) 

(Saunders, et al., 2017). 

Conclusion –  
To summarise, online semi-structured Skype interviews were 

conducted, which encouraged a relaxed and casual atmosphere for 

the participants when answering open-ended questions. The sample 

was obtained through a combination of purposeful and snowball 

sampling with advertisements that were targeted and encouraged 

active adult cosplayers to participate. The research design was 

effective in returning useful and valuable data, as the average 

interview duration was around 70 minutes with 15 questions asked 

and answered. Through NVivo assisted thematic analysis a level of 

adequate theoretical saturation was obtained in the data collection, 

and analysis on the Scottish cosplay community, and gained an 

insight into other international cosplay cultures. Thematic analysis 

showed many reoccurring and enduring themes and patterns of 

thinking around the topics of gatekeeping practices, social media 

influences, harassment, and the geek stereotype. This assisted in 

being able to demonstrate how legitimate or acceptable gatekeeping 

practices within certain subcultures can be manipulated by outsiders 

to restrict inclusivity in a bid to maintain the hegemonic standard of 

another sub-culture.    
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Findings 
 

This study set out with the aim of investigating the relationship 

between geek masculinity and gatekeeping within the cosplay 

community, as the cosplay fandom reportedly has a large female 

presence that experiences targeted harassment based on their 

costumes. The interview questions were specifically designed to 

investigate why the participant cosplayers enjoy and take part in the 

fandom and their experiences of harassment and gatekeeping. The 

responses seemed to indicate their enjoyment is derived from 

feelings of community, skill-sharing, creativity, and an overall 

acceptance. From this point the questions examined any negative 

aspects, such as harassment or discrimination, they felt detracted 

from their community experiences. It became clear that although 

cosplayers mainly experience harassment from people outside their 

community, some cosplayers also hold some of the same gatekeeping 

opinions as those outsiders, such as a mistrust of attractive people.  

 

Community and Inclusivity –  
 

The theme of inclusivity and cos-positivity was closely woven into the 

conversations surrounding the topic of diversity and the overall 

acceptance within the cosplay community. Most of the participants 

agreed that the large amount of diversity found within the community 

was proof of its willingness to accommodate people from different 

backgrounds. 

The results to the question: “what makes fandom a pleasurable/fun 

activity for you?” suggested that community interaction and meeting 

other cosplayers at conventions provide a large source of enjoyment. 

The meeting of like minds at conventions offers validation and 
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acceptance which helps bond the cosplay and wider fandom 

communities together. 

When asked: “What do you like about going to conventions/events?”, all 

the cosplayers interviewed shared similar sentiments regarding 

convention experiences and feelings of community, seeing it as an 

opportunity to widen friendship and networking circles. As one 

cosplayer stated: HY - “It’s [conventions] definitely got this 

community feel so, you meet new people that like the same things as 

you…”, while another reported that they enjoyed finding and learning 

about new media texts at conventions, stating that “… geeky hobbies 

were a lot more niche right … and so it was chance to meet people 

that were into the things that I was into …  -  also, to discover new 

stuff that I might have not been aware of …”.  

The participants were asked, "Would you describe cosplay as a 

female-dominated pastime?" Many of the cosplayers confirmed that 

cosplay used to be female-led, but over some years and, due to 

increased popularity and promotion online, cosplay has become more 

diverse in terms of gender representation. Two participants remarked 

that Western 'cosplay' used to be a gender-neutral hobby centred 

around sci-fi and the shift toward a female-led cosplay culture was 

due to the popularity of anime, which caused a shift towards a 

Japanese style of cosplay culture with Western women. This suggests 

that there are a group of male cosplayers that predate the Japanese 

female-led style cosplay fandom in the West. This argument can also 

be paired with the large LGBTQ+ representation within the cosplay 

community where all genders and sexualities are accepted, one 

cosplayer explains: SR - “… when cosplay was first kinda like a thing 

there was a roughly kinda equal gender balance … and then as things 

kinda moved to be a bit more like Anime and Games there was a lot 

more girls doing it.”.  Some noted that it is considered a female 
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hobby because the most well-known cosplayers are female and most 

skills associated with cosplay are considered ‘feminine’, but overall, 

they see cosplay as equal regarding gender although acknowledge 

there might be a gender bias when it comes to cosplaying in certain 

fandoms, as the following interview quotations demonstrate: 

SA - "No, but I would say that it [cosplay] generally does draw 

women but definitely not female-dominated…". 

WA – "I would say the people who cosplay is definitely heavily female 

- most of the cosplayers that I know of, or follow are the ones who 

are extremely popular, all have been women…” 

All participants in this research take part in Scottish cosplay culture, 

however, some interviewees also had experiences of other cosplay 

cultures due to their nationalities and some spoke of the differences 

between Western cosplay in contrast to Eastern cosplay culture. 

Some interviewees suggested that the Western cosplay community is 

to an extent influenced and driven by a large LGBTQ+ presence which 

may contrast with Asian cosplay cultures, one cosplayer stated: SA – 

“… if anything I would call it [the cosplay community] LGBT 

dominated… Most cosplayers and people who do it frequently and go 

to conventions are in some way LGBT or extremely LGBT positive, it’s 

one of the most LGBT inclusive groups that I have ever found…”. It 

was also suggested within the interviews that LGBTQ+ individuals are 

drawn to cosplay as it provides a “safe space” to perform specific 

identities without fear of discrimination, and many participants 

understood the cosplay community to be an inclusive and diverse 

group of people, sharing sentiments of body positivity, anti-racism, 

and an overall acceptance of minority groups. It can be argued that 

this mixture of cultures, sub-cultures, and identities encourages a 

type of creativity, and ingenuity that reinforces community cohesion 

and group solidarity. One participant stated:  CN - “I think the 
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cosplay community is pretty inclusive. We have… an awful lot of LGBT 

cosplayers … who generally feel very welcome in particular because 

it’s a safe [space] …” 

The overall perception of the cosplay community from the cosplayers 

within this study is one of inclusivity, diversity, and acceptance – a 

place where anyone can be anything, play any character from any 

fandom or explore their gender or sexuality through costume and 

performance, which is more commonly referred to as crossplay within 

the community.  The only thing that is not tolerated is intolerance, as 

–one cosplayer explains “… if you’re not like body positive or cos-

positive about stuff you are more likely to get the sharp end of the 

sword, you know? Like there are more people who are more likely to 

attack you for being negative …".  

Participants were asked if they ever felt discouraged from performing 

a cosplay and only two mentioned that they felt discouraged from 

either posting online or attending a convention in costume due to fear 

of criticism. However, five other participants said that they were only 

discouraged by themselves. due to confidence levels, anxiety, or 

thinking their costume wasn’t good enough. Two of those participants 

also shared the view of not caring what other people thought of their 

cosplaying abilities and would cosplay whatever they wanted for their 

own enjoyment, one stated that “… I'm going to wear it [their chosen 

costume] and if people like it - GREAT; if people don't like it, I don't 

care …”. This suggests that most cosplayers feel a level of security 

and support from the community, but it also indicates that some 

cosplayers witness body shaming and racism more frequently and 

directly than those who are not deterred by outside influences. Two 

of the nine interviewees were discouraged from cosplaying due to 

body shaming and racism they had witnessed online and spoke of 

being anxious about how their cosplay constructions would be 
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received. Three others stated that they were unaffected by other 

people's opinion, and would continue to cosplay regardless, however, 

one of those cosplayers did introduce the variable of perhaps being 

discouraged due to cosplay skill levels, an idea similarly repeated by 

the rest of the interviewees. The acceptance shown within the 

community is not reserved only for LGBTQ+ members but also 

extends to other marginalised groups, such as those with physical 

disabilities, plus-sized people, and people of colour. One participant 

explained:  RE – “in the cosplay community there are people who 

weren’t the sort of average, or people who grew up with disabilities, 

or who were queer, or who were plus size - who looked for almost an 

escape by cosplaying.”. 

Interestingly, one participant said that people with mobility problems 

are likely to experience a lot of positive reinforcement and 

encouragement from other cosplayers at conventions which implies 

that no one should be deterred from participating, one of the 

participants claims that “…someone who is disabled in cosplay, they 

get more attention… [because] they’ve got so much courage to do 

that…”.  The sentiment of ‘cosplay is for everyone’ was strongly held 

by every interviewee regardless of their personal experiences or 

opinions of certain aspects of the cosplay community. This attitude 

was mostly demonstrated when talking about ideas surrounding 

inclusivity and self-expression, one participant recognises that … 

“they [cosplayers] might have really bad like mental health or like 

terrible issues at home and this might be their only way to escape so 

I wouldn't say it’s a bad thing.". 

Each participant was asked ‘how body positivity is performed within 

the community’ and the responses ranged from feelings of 

disappointment from online experiences of body shaming, positive 

experiences within convention spaces, eating disorders, media 
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promotions of body positivity, and canonically correct cosplay. The 

range of responses and themes suggested that body positivity did not 

start or end with plus-sized people, but this narrative surrounded all 

body shapes, ethnicities, genders, and disabilities.  One participant 

noted that body-positive cosplay will start first in fanart12, they 

explained: AA – “I think they’re [ideas of body positivity] performed 

in the cosplay community through fanart mainly … I think if people 

see that like that’s acceptable on paper, then it gives people 

inspiration to bring that into real-life …". Fanart is used to perform 

body positivity and show a representation of minority groups within 

mainstream media, through the adaption and morphing of canon 

media texts, a minority cosplayer can visualise themselves now being 

that character. The idea of escapism was spoken of within two 

interviews; the participants alluded to cosplay being used as a 

distraction from reality, where the cosplayer could ‘escape’ and be 

someone else. Again, the sentiments were shared when talking about 

the many marginalised people who use cosplay as a safe space to be 

themselves; a cosplayer explained that … “a lot of them took fantasy 

as the way to escape and sort of have a world where they were more 

than just who they were being forced to be …”.   

The participants were keen to demonstrate the most positive 

elements of their community which they stated were compassion, co-

operation, reassurance, and inspiration. The same cosplayer as 

before also insisted that … “there is a whole community of people out 

there who are there to support you - just because there's just one 

bad person doesn't mean that the whole thing is terrible.”. However, 

it was noted that the good intentions and social awareness of some 

community members could sometimes be a little overzealous and 

 
12 Artwork created by fans about or derived from a work of fiction or fandom 
[television/film/literature/entertainment].  
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confusing when one is trying to do the right thing. The cosplay 

community, from these statements, seems like an ideal example of a 

nearly flawless fandom if the only problem is being too understanding 

and progressive, cosplayer RE recollects that they have…“ seen a lot 

of cosplayers who are of coloured skin who say “oh you can cosplay a 

black character just don't blacken your skin” but then I see a lot of 

white people saying, trying to defend "you should never cosplay a 

black character and take that persons diversity from them" … people 

who normally aren’t a minority talk over the minority when it comes 

to cosplay.”. 

Most of the cosplayers alleged that they mostly had positive 

interactions on social media, but of their own accord would then 

describe a more impactful negative experience, even though it was 

not a regular occurrence for them. It can be argued, perhaps, that 

these unpleasant encounters were more memorable than the 

frequent affirmative and encouraging remarks given to them. Most of 

the pleasant online interactions were reported to be on platforms 

such as Instagram and TikTok, both of which are very visual spaces. 

Instagram was also reported to be the site for the most negative or 

unwanted interactions, participant SA recounts that… “[m]ost of 

[their] experiences with cosplay takes place on Instagram” and also 

states the platform is “…definitely one of people’s major cosplay 

platforms...”. However, they add the caveat that their experiences 

have mostly been affirmative, stating that… “generally, my 

experiences are very positive, I've had a lot of support and good 

interactions on mine.” 

The more experienced cosplayers commented that the online cosplay 

community has changed considerably in the past decade due to social 

media influence. They noted that before apps like Instagram, where 

personal cosplay accounts are curated and managed in the same way 
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as professional accounts, the only means of presenting a cosplay to a 

large audience online was on discussion boards, such as LiveJournal 

and 'cosplayisland' which were very public and lacked manageability 

of personal pictures. These internet spaces were also used as a 

means of disseminating costuming skills and creative knowledge. This 

practice was remembered as a very positive online interaction and 

way of community building, where a cosplayer's validation was not 

dependent on algorithms or popularity, but instead based on ability 

and communication. Cosplayer CN argues that… “Instagram is very 

self-serving platform…” because there is… “not that much interaction 

between people, a lot of what you do on Insta is collecting your likes” 

That is not to say that newer cosplayers are completely unaware of 

how the cosplay scene has changed due to a more pronounced online 

presence. One expressed that they enjoy learning new skills from the 

online community and states that it also allows them to connect and 

interact with a wider pool of people. The cosplay community has 

become more accessible for many; the media in which community 

knowledge and skillsets are shared have changed from website 

threads to interactive videos with newer cosplayers finding tutorials 

and resources more easily on Instagram, TikTok, and YouTube.  

Upon further questioning, it became apparent that there were some 

inconsistencies and conflicts within some of the responses regarding 

acceptance and inclusivity coming partly from within the cosplay 

fandom, but predominantly from community outsiders.  
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Fragmentation of Online Communities -  
 

The findings imply that some of the inclusivity problems faced by 

cosplayers are in part due to the cosplay community's migration to 

social media platforms from their original home of community 

moderated message boards. This has encouraged cosplayer insecurity 

regarding their online performances, due to mainstream 'beauty 

standards' infiltrating the fandom and aiding the sexualisation of 

cosplayers. Their overt commercial fetishisation on some platforms 

also seems to have caused a level of resentment from both 

cosplayers and an outside audience.  

The participants were asked about what their thoughts and opinions 

were on the topic of social media and its influence on the cosplay 

community. All the cosplayers confirmed that they all at some point 

had either witnessed or been the victim of online harassment and 

discrimination which was directly related to cosplaying. The themes, 

such as the evolution of cosplayer interaction online and self-worth 

directly related to social media 'likes', started to emerge together 

which indicated that there has been a fragmentation of online cosplay 

groups due to the popularity of social media platforms.  

Some respondents suggested that some other cosplayers feel as 

though cos-positivity is insincere. One participant implied that the 

community’s inclusivity is superficial and is not as welcoming and 

accepting as one might assume due to the ‘judgement’ of other 

cosplayers and cosplay fans. Although these judgements are not 

defined, we can assume there is a level of maliciousness behind the 

phrase as they later stated that cosplayers are just as guilty of 

discrimination against minority cosplayers as non-cosplaying fans, 

insisting that cosplayers are just more secretive about it through fear 

of being blackballed. One interviewee claimed that some cosplayers … 
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“might not say it [discriminatory comments], or they might not post 

on it because they know they'll get banned…”. 

However, they also recognise that the cosplay community is made up 

of various cosplay groups that self-moderate and so the value sets of 

those groups are dependent on and influenced by the moderators, 

implying that online fandom groups are only as good as their 

moderators. This reliance on group moderators to enforce community 

guidelines and be seen as active and respected members of the 

community only works on platforms such as Discord or Reddit and to 

a smaller extent Facebook, but as claimed in this study, apps such as 

Instagram and Tik Tok are used most for interacting with other 

cosplayers and non-cosplayers, and as such the role of the group 

moderator is not needed.  A cosplayer can upload whatever they wish 

if it adheres to that specific social media platform's private 

community guidelines regarding abuse, harassment, nudity, etc. This 

migration from 'old school' online communities to new visual forms of 

fandom again separates a cosplayer from smaller online cosplay 

communities which could provide a more supervised virtual space 

with cosplayer specific rules. The access to a larger audience of 

cosplayers and non-cosplayers on platforms with no community-

specific moderators can cause an increase in abuse and harassment. 

One participant explained they felt safer in a separate social media 

space dedicated to minority cosplayers rather than the mainstream 

cosplay pages as they found themselves less of a target for 

discrimination and harassment.   She explained that, although white 

cosplayers do indeed defend minority cosplayers, the need for that 

defence only highlights how marginalised they are on mainstream 

pages, they explain that…  “it’s rough sometimes being a POC13 

cosplayer in a generic cosplaying page where you’ll have these 

 
13  Person/People of Colour 
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spectators kinda constantly attacking you”. They go on to state that 

they… “tend to gravitate toward spaces where this is inclusive and … 

we aren’t going to stand for people’s crap … it’s hard to explain cause 

its always like “oh you know, this space is made for you” then how 

can I have this space …”.  

The cosplayers spoke of body positivity in terms of cos-positivity 

mostly, all bodies of all shapes, sizes, colour, or gender are welcome 

and valid, but the overarching mantra of acceptance did seem to 

gloss over an underlying problem of fatphobia faced by plus-sized 

cosplayers. The same participant felt as though body positivity could 

only be performed online in private safe spaces reserved exclusively 

for the plus-sized as the harassment experienced on other pages 

would sometimes garner no help or defence from other cosplayers 

because weight is usually considered a personal choice, unlike 

disability, or race. Participants WA describes… “see[ing] people who 

will to the ends of the earth defend people who are attacked for race, 

religion, disability, or whatever but when it comes to weight they’re 

just like “well they could be fitter” …”.  Their experiences fit in with 

the sentiments of another participant who suggested cos-positivity is 

inauthentic and used fatphobia and body shaming as an example of 

cosplayer hypocrisy. Cosplayer SR describes some cosplayers as 

disingenuous in their cospositivity stating that…  - “they will look at it 

and be like “Awe, that's a fucking fat ass girl, she looks shit" and just 

scroll on by, you know? … the cosplayers are just as bad honestly...”. 

Another participant supposed that the reasoning behind some of the 

fatphobia and body shaming in the community is due to a lack of 

representation of larger bodies in nerdy media, cosplayer CN stated 

that… “you don’t often see larger people in media…”, with smaller or 

more toned bodies being considered the attractive standard, although 

it was expressed by another interviewee that plus-sized female 

cosplayers tended to also face the problem of extreme fetishization. 
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Fetishists with no affiliation with any fandom may circulate plus-sized 

cosplayers photographs on porn and fetish blogs. Participants RE 

recounted that… “a lot of my own posts have been shared by pages 

that only share porn with tags like “plus size, THICC, sexy, big 

breasts” and things like that, things I didn't tag it myself…”. However, 

they also stated they understood that all cosplayers are likely to 

experience some form of sexualisation online.  

Many of the cosplayers shared feelings of validation when their 

cosplay creation gained attention at physical fandom conventions, 

and on social media. However, it was also stated by some 

participants that both areas do come with their drawbacks. One 

participant demonstrated the importance of canonically correct 

cosplay, explaining that, if a plus-sized cosplayer were to cosplay as a 

smaller bodied character, it would be unlikely for them to gather 

many 'likes' on social media, but if they were to cosplay as a plus-

sized character, they would be likely to gather much more. They 

reasoned those fans tend to enjoy looking at characters being played 

by people who fit that character’s depicted body shape, as shown 

here by participant RE who said… “people prefer to see the character 

that they feel fits the way you look…”, although this should not be 

used as a deterrent or reason to limit the creativity of larger-bodied 

people. Unfortunately, the discrimination and harassment 

experienced online by plus-sized cosplayers are usually defended by 

the argument of canonically correct cosplay, yet most cosplayers are 

still willing to continue using social media platforms that leave them 

open to easy harassment.  

It became apparent from the responses that cosplayers can 

counterbalance any negative interactions they may have with the 

validations of 'likes' they receive on posts. Some of the interviewees 

described feelings of delight and excitement when gaining followers, 
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they explained that they became fixated on growing their follower 

base further to win more 'likes', as one participant states: “…I kinda 

fell into this hole and I was [ in funny voice] “give me more 

likes…make my phone explode””. They noted that although the 

experience was thrilling and pushed them to become better at their 

craft, it also increased feelings of self-doubt and insecurity as they 

began to compare themselves to more prominent cosplayers, stating: 

“…you start comparing yourself to other [cosplayers]… there is good 

and bad to it, to social media when it comes to cosplay…”. The 

interviews suggested that cosplayers find social media fairly addictive 

regarding their online cosplay activities, some stated that they 

enjoyed, and actively solicit ‘likes’ on their social media posts and feel 

unsatisfied when online interactions decrease, stating that the 

interaction fuels a desire to upload more frequently to maintain online 

visibility.  Cosplayers understand the drawbacks and rewards of social 

media validation, describing it as: "a self-confidence boost", while 

also describing social media as: “…[making] people a bit obsessive in 

terms of… wanting likes and wanting recognition”. Understandably, 

this removes some of the pleasure of cosplaying and introduces 

anxiety, insecurity, and a decrease in quality. This, ironically, stands 

in contrast with the positive message of 'cosplay for yourself and 

enjoyment' promoted by the interviewed cosplayers, as participant 

HY stated…: “do it for yourself, do it for fun”. This development within 

the online cosplay community has been attributed to the community’s 

migration from moderated message boards to personal social media 

pages, one cosplayer observed that… “especially with Instagram … I 

guess they feel a bit more pressure to … look perfect”. 
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Popularity Contests & Beauty Pageants -   
 

WA – “… it’s kinda turned into this beauty pageant 

Some of the cosplayers spoke of their frustration with other 

cosplayers who are profiting from their attractiveness, while others 

were less concerned about how one earns money but condemn the 

effects that it is having on the online cosplay landscape and the type 

of fans they are appealing to. The cosplayers Yaya Han and Jessica 

Nigri were spoken about by two participants with the surrounding 

themes of cosplayer attractiveness, commercialism, and community 

participation. These women were used to demonstrate both how a 

person’s physical attractiveness can be used to sell cosplayer 

photographs, and the type of people that may be invited into the 

cosplay community. Cosplayer RE stated that … “they are often 

commented on for being very beautiful, very sexy… and they get very 

specific type of attention because of it and that brings certain people 

to the cosplay community…they go: “Oh beautiful women” and that 

sort of attitude”. This cosplayer was concerned about the increase in 

harassment some other cosplayers might endure due to the influence 

of non-cosplayers in the community. They also make the point that it 

encourages women to internalise misogyny and criticise female 

cosplayers based on those non-cosplayer standards of beauty. They 

expressed that… "there are women as well who look at women and 

don't value them as much because they're not attractive, and then 

those people sort of attack anybody that doesn't fit their level of 

either craftsmanship or attractiveness…". It was also stated by 

another participant that Han and Nigri have a lot of male attention 

but made the distinction that one did not take part in the community 

from what they experienced and accused them of being more 

concerned with turning a profit. On the topic of fake geek girls and 

convention culture, one participant expressed that… “[Nigri] was just 
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literally there to sell prints and make money like, she didn't really 

kinda care about any other aspect of the UK convention culture…”.  

On the theme of online community interaction, one cosplayer stated 

again that they believed the shift in online community platforms has 

made it easier for cosplayers to be influenced by their audiences on 

what and how they cosplay. They pointed out that many cosplayers 

use crowdfunding sites such as Patreon, or content subscription 

services platforms such as OnlyFans, which may facilitate feelings of 

obligation or coercion. Cosplayer AN’s experience supports this, 

stating that… “there are fans of certain cosplayers that feel that 

they're entitled to tell the cosplayer what, or how they should do - 

especially if you know, I know there are some cosplayers that have a 

like crowdfunding on Patreon…". Themes of increased 

commercialisation of cosplayers intersected with themes of selling 

sexuality and attractiveness to cultivate online followings. This in turn 

corresponded with reservations about passion and authenticity from 

some participants. These themes were found within conversations 

about online attention-seeking, gatekeeping practices, Twitch 

streamers, and the fake geek girl stereotype. One interviewee 

compared internet-famous cosplayers to the high school bullies they 

encountered in their youth and accused them of 'band-wagoning' and 

exploiting cosplay for internet views, fame, and money. They stated 

that … “there was this weird turn where it went from just nerds 

nerding out to it being like if you’re pretty you’re popular and it kinda 

went right back like we’re in high school...”. Their description of 

popular cosplayers as reminding them of high school bullies is due to 

the online switch to a more commercialised style of cosplay which 

allows many to profit from their body image, while they may not be 

part of any nerd fandom. They go on to explain that when… “they 

[non-geeks] saw how popular it is and how many people love these 

characters and they’re like, I can make a profit from this, or I can 
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start my modelling career from this…”. They went on to clarify that 

cosplayers who gain their followers through their sexuality leaves 

some hobbyist cosplayers insecure about themselves and their 

cosplaying ability and reinforced a contrast between an older style of 

creative cosplayers and new opportunists. They explain that it used to 

be… “like people who are like really artistic … and it didn’t matter 

what you looked like … now it’s kinda turned into a business…”. This 

participant also spoke of how they believe some people use their 

conventional attractiveness to become popular in the community 

while disregarding the creative and nerdy subculture, stating that…  

“it’s just disingenuous to what cosplay really is…”. Some of the views 

held by the cosplayer above were subtly repeated by another 

participant who spoke of how certain cosplayers know very little 

about the fandom texts they are using before cosplaying, and they 

suppose that their motivation is to seek validation of their 

attractiveness.  They stated: AA - “…I think some females like go 

because they want to dress up and look pretty and get all the 

attention that way, but don't really know much about what they are 

dressing up as…”.However, they noted that whatever motivation a 

cosplayer has to take part in the community is acceptable, they add:  

AA – “…which in some cases in my eyes is fine … if they're still a fan 

of comic con …”.  

The question of fandom fidelity closely followed themes of cosplayer 

authenticity, and suspicions of faux geekery, which indicates that 

there is a level of insidious judgement within the cosplay community. 

Cosplayer AA believes that… “there is still a standing point 

somewhere in the corner of a convention hall of people pointing and 

saying, "they're just in it for like posing" …”.  Many of the other 

cosplayers interviewed expressed a more balanced view regarding the 

transition from older online community forums to the interactions and 

the opportunities found on newer social platforms. Just like the above 
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participant, they also understood the negative effects internet fame 

can have, one participant refused to label any cosplayer as predatory 

in terms of looking for attention emphasising that the majority of 

cosplayers are in it for fun and community and not fame and money. 

However, the participant does not rule out that some cosplayers may 

use their sexuality to make money and boost their profiles, they state 

that… “not all [cosplayers] … you do see a small number of twitch 

streamers who definitely do look to kind of prey on those kinds of 

guys - leveraging a fanbase of desperate guys …”.  

Another theme that seemed to emerge also surrounded peoples 

online behaviour. When asked about differences between cosplaying 

and non-cosplaying men, one participant stated that they believe 

some popular cosplayers to be conceited and arrogant, stating… “I 

have met like some absolute douchebags who do cosplay like, but I 

find they tend to be one that are like popular and it’s kind of gone to 

their head…”. This observation was corroborated by other cosplayers 

who spoke of a type of cosplayer snobbery which was again based on 

social media followings. Cosplayer AA supposes that it… “comes again 

with elitism in the community… the better-known ones maybe might 

think "I don't really want to associate with little Joe Bloggs" …”. 

Overall, the findings from these interviews showed that the 

combination of attractiveness and social media has had a 

considerable effect on how cosplayers interact with each other and 

cosplay fans. Because professional cosplayers have also unwittingly 

raised what is expected of ordinary recreational cosplayers, along 

with some geek males who are already acclimatised to the 

hypersexualised female images found in geek media, it can be argued 

that this combination of cosplay imitation expectation and the 

canonically correct has increased the amount of online hostility 

experienced by some cosplayers. 
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The results seem to suggest that geek masculinity is linked to the 

sexual harassment and body-shaming of female cosplayers, as one 

participant states they  “…tell them [coplayers] that they should close 

the fridge…” it was also mentioned that geek masculinity has an 

association with INCEL ideology as many geek males have a 

propensity to feel victimised and isolated, as stated hereby cosplayer 

CN who believes it to be…“very easy to be very insular…”. Although 

the participants recognised some of the more sexually aggressive 

behaviours from the wider geek community, they were keen to point 

out that these attitudes are not representative of all geek men, who 

may be just socially clumsy. However, the findings still suggest that 

most online cosplayer harassment comes from outside the cosplay 

community, but within the wider geek sphere.   

 

The Geek Stereotype –  
 

Social media has not only increased a level of cosplayer insecurity 

and resentments, but it has also opened the fandom to non-

cosplaying internet outsiders who have also produced problematic 

results. The findings seem to suggest that cosplayers experience 

suppressive behaviours from those outsiders regarding creative 

expression, which directly reflects dominant social attitudes toward 

race, gender, and size. It appears social media has also allowed some 

non-cosplaying men to try to impose their authority on individual 

cosplayers by citing canon media representations.   

The geek stereotype is commonly characterised by its whiteness and 

maleness which stands in contrast with the gender-neutral and 

diverse principles of Western Cosplay. Predictably this leads to some 

conflicts in broader fandom communities on how specific media texts 

should be used and represented. To better understand these 
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disagreements, and whether gender and ethnicity play a part in their 

creation, the participants were asked questions relating to the nature 

of physical convention spaces and of their thoughts on and 

experiences with 'geeky' men. 

The participants did not believe convention spaces to be an 

intrinsically masculine space, however, they did agree that these 

spaces used to be mostly inhabited by men but have recently 

changed to a more equal balance of female to male attendees, with 

the gender binary ratio described as "60/40" in favour of men. 

Regrettably, the question was unintentionally phrased without specific 

indication that its aim was directed at cultural practices and norms of 

a convention space rather than the observed ratio of gendered 

bodies. Themes such as female safety, gendered fandom, and an 

increase in female vendors were discussed in relation to the subject 

of change in convention cultures. Two participants made the 

distinction that a convention’s gender balance could rely heavily upon 

the type of fandom the convention is catering to. For example, a 

niche Anime convention might attract more men than women 

attendees, and a more mainstream generic convention may create an 

equal gender balance. One participant explained that… “especially in 

… anime that’s very pandering to men… you get a lot of things where 

all the female characters are basically boiled down to an archetype…”. 

It was important to recognise that some fandoms may attract more of 

one gender over another due to the type of media that is consumed, 

and the subcultural practices associated with them, cosplayer AN 

stated that the … “Transformers [fandom] is one. That one definitely 

has - I'd say it’s about 70/30 to men.”. However, it is also important 

to note that heavily gendered fandoms are not immune to a changing 

fanbase, due to increased interest and publicity, AN continues to 

describe the transformers fandom demographic as “changed” and 

that… “it used to be a whole room of…almost all, well now middle-
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aged men - slightly balding, all-white". One participant stated that 

they believed convention culture to be more masculine than feminine, 

and assumed it was due to events being mostly organised by men but 

acknowledged that there has been a change to this more recently. 

However, when speaking of their experience of conventions, they 

noticed that most of the men who attended were not in costume, 

whereas there was an equal gender balance within those cosplaying.  

It is important to note that despite the gender ratio at conventions 

being very nearly equal, it is the type of men and the subsequent 

masculine culture experienced there which is central to this study, as 

this is what is hypothesised as influencing cosplayer harassment. The 

stereotype of the average geek is that of an unathletic, straight, 

white male, which is still promoted by media and marketing. During 

the interviews the cosplayers spoke about what geekiness meant to 

them, the types of people they encountered within different fandom-

spheres and their relationship with the geek stereotype. The themes 

which followed these topics surrounded issues of racism and sexism. 

It became clear that most cosplayers felt that many male geeks 

perceived the subcultures ‘whiteness' sardonically, and in denial of 

any racism especially within specific fandoms such as anime and 

manga which are media imports from Japan. Although admitting that 

this fandom does attract a largely white male audience; participant 

CN explained that… “you would think it’s really difficult to be racist 

and also into the anime scene which is all about media that comes 

from another country made by people of another race …”. This 

observation is compounded by the first-hand experience of another 

participant who spoke about being told they were not “black enough” 

because they enjoyed nerdy hobbies and media. This further suggests 

that geek culture is inherently linked to whiteness; they re-counted 

that they were deterred from taking part in cosplay for a period due 

to this, stating: "…you are told that if you like reading for fun, if you 
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like playing video games that aren't sports-related. YOU ARE NOT 

BLACK…”. Themes of inclusivity and diversity emerged which focused 

on issues of racism. It was implied that within anime fandoms there is 

a prejudice against black people due to a lack of representation within 

their media. It was noted that within this fandom discrimination did 

not extend to Asian people due to the origin of the media type but 

instead presented itself as a form of cultural fetishization.  

Another characterisation of the geek stereotype is social 

incompetence and an introverted personality. The findings suggest 

that this depiction is common, due to various reasons, one being a 

limited social life, specifically regarding female interactions. One 

participant insinuated that this social deficiency may be due to some 

geek males hyper-fixating on female fandom characters as a 

replacement for real-world romantic relationships, as shown in the 

following: AN – "They're kind of used to having just, you know, 2D 

animation girls, as say "companions"… anime girlfriends, that when 

they actually have to speak to a real-life woman, they're not sure 

how to go about it …". Some respondents suggested that the reason 

some of these men might occupy their time with fictional women 

could be due to escapism and personal trauma. One participant 

commented that nerds and geeks of all kinds are drawn to the 

subculture as a way managing emotions or mental health, suggesting 

they… “kind of grew up in uncomfortable situations where maybe 

they were bullied, or they felt uncomfortable with the real world…”.   

Throughout the interviews, it became apparent that some of the 

participants were concerned about the rise of INCEL (involuntary 

celibate) ideology within geek fandom, with three cosplayers citing 

INCELS directly, and two others suggesting such connections through 

of the ideology throughs descriptions misogynistic experiences 

directed toward female geeks. The participants were willing to 
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suggest that most of the negative aspects that could be found within 

the fandom community could possibly be due to this insidious 

movement. Participant SR commented that … “there's this whole like 

INCEL movement that's like a bit more of a thing recently like, I 

dunno, four, five years ago the whole concept of INCEL just didn't 

exist and it was just like your average awkward geeky, nerd or 

whatever”. The subject of INCEL type behaviours coincided with 

themes of negative online interactions, victimhood, and a lack of 

personal accountability. The findings indicate that problematic INCEL 

behaviours are usually found online; web forums such as Reddit and 

4Chan were cited by some of the participants. Some also suggested 

that INCELs have usurped and inverted the harmless male geek 

stereotype by exaggerating some of its negative qualities such as the 

inability to socialise with women, which has become a fully formed 

misogyny. As one participant stated: CN – “when you have a 

movement that’s based entirely around “Oh my god women won’t 

have sex with me” like, it’s difficult to hold that opinion if you’re a 

part of a social group where there’s a good mix [of]…genders…”. This 

participant, while speaking on topics of geek masculinity and fake 

geek girls, explained that some men fall into a belief of what can only 

be described as geek exceptionalism, as they deem themselves to be 

separate from 'normal' people in society, with all things geeky 

defining their personality and personhood, thus unwittingly 

exaggerating, and perpetuating the stereotype. Participant CN 

explains that… “people who believe that they're special and they're 

into these things … normal people wouldn't get it … the normal people 

being people who have you know, crazy things like relationships and 

social lives …". This cosplayer also pointed out that some more 

reactionary geeks who ascribe to this nerd caricature might 

disapprove of those who do not resemble the stereotype due to past 

traumas of bullying and ostracism from their peers. CN continues on 
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to say that… “their [male geeks] space that was full of people like 

them … people who shared their pain and people who were side-lined 

by society like that, the idea that space has been - is being 

invaded…”. They suggest that online fandoms and forums are 

considered a ‘safe’ or ‘sacred’ space by some geeks and that it should 

be protected from “normies”. The participant reflected upon his points 

and empathised with how easily a person could fall into toxic INCEL 

behaviours due to feelings of loneliness and isolation. It was 

speculated by one cosplayer that some INCEL behaviours in the geek 

community could be due to feelings of jealousy, resentment, and 

personal insecurity. They explained that although various geek media 

texts are meant to inspire and entertain, they show near 

unachievable body standards. Some participants stated that they 

believe that the INCEL culture of hatred is partly due to idealised 

physical representations of men and women in media texts, 

encouraging resentment toward men who can achieve those hyper-

masculine benchmarks and emboldening feelings of entitlement over 

female bodies and attention. Participant WA parodies INCEL hypocrisy 

over physical attractiveness and their entitlement over women: ““I 

might not look like him, but I deserve somebody that looks like her””.  

Another cosplayer commented and reaffirmed this notion of male 

entitlement by stating that these men believe women are attracted to 

unkind men who might be more physically gifted. This participant 

goes on to explain that these men also hold unrealistic expectations 

of beauty from their female partner, as well as insisting on being 

waited on. Participant HY states that… “they [slovenly geek men] 

want a woman who is sexy all the time or is cosplaying but also 

cooks, cleans and looks after them, and is basically just like a 

Mum…”.  The same cosplayer, while talking of the validity of geek 

stereotypes, stated that some geek men with misogynistic tendencies 

tend to be unappealing physically due to a lack of self-care, they 
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describe them as…- “stereotypically unattractive”. They elaborated on 

this concept by linking male geek culture with slovenly behaviours 

and a lack of self-confidence, accusing these men of holding the same 

sexist ideas, and beliefs as INCELs, regardless of their affiliation with 

the group. The topics of self-doubt, personal insecurity and 

intolerance followed the theme of geek masculinity, one cosplayer 

stated that… “as far as like the cosplayers verses like just people who 

are nerds … they are… less open-minded about a lot of things”. 

However, when male cosplayers were referenced, those associations 

were replaced with confidence and affability, the same cosplayer 

stated that… “as soon as you become a part of something, I think you 

become more accepting of it or more open-minded … there is this 

separation between how men in and out of cosplay handle like nerd 

culture". 
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Cosplay Masculinity –  
 

 “There are some studs in the nerd community …” was a comment 

made by one of the cosplayers. This suggests that the insular geek 

stereotype is being replaced or evolving into a more hegemonically 

compatible masculinity in terms of the hypermasculine depicted in 

comic book media. A few cosplayers also remarked on this trend in 

some cosplaying men. One cosplayer commenting on the pressure 

some hypermasculine cosplayers experience to maintain a perfectly 

comic book canon body shape, participant AA stated that… “the look 

part falls into the male category, when it comes to like gym and 

fitness, and looking healthy …”.  It was suggested that these 

hypermasculine cosplayers limit themselves to specific 

hypermasculine character types, however, it was also suggested by 

another that these hypermasculine men will cosplay female 

characters ironically as they are secure in their physical appearance 

and will not be challenged.  

The cosplayers debunked the perception of the insecure basement-

dwelling male, recounting their experiences of male friends and their 

excellent social skills. It was also suggested that ready-made 

costumes online have made the community more accessible, allowing 

introverted people to become more confident from their 

performances, as stated here by cosplayer SR who believes that... 

“for some of these guys like being in costume is actually like a way of 

helping them to meet people and feel more confident with talking to 

people”. Again, themes of the cosplay community's inclusivity and 

acceptance were prominent in these discourses, and the participants 

suggested that geek media's mainstream appeal has led to a more 

inclusive environment and inviting place. The cosplayers emphasised 

how outmoded and passé the male geek stereotype is, pointing out 

that those who still cling to this label and attempt to gatekeep are 
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usually sub-culturally alienated middle-aged men, with one cosplayer 

commenting that… “the old generation they are kind of set in their 

ways…”. 

 

Gatekeeping (acceptable/unacceptable) –  
 

Cultural gatekeeping, the act of regulating, controlling, and limiting 

people's access to things such as activities and events, in this case, 

fandoms, is done by restricting community qualifiers that could define 

an individual's authenticity in the community. In the case of cosplay, 

the concept of canonically correct cosplay (CCC) has been utilised to 

gatekeep by those inside and outside the cosplay community. CCC is 

the use of a canonically correct character's media representations as 

a reference to appraise and evaluate the quality of a person's cosplay 

creation. The key concern when using CCC is a cosplayer's accuracy 

in representing or presenting as their chosen character, and so this 

type of measurement can be problematic as well as beneficial to 

those who wish to improve their performances. When following the 

theme of CCC in the cosplay community, it became apparent that 

cosplayers were not so much concerned with character accuracy as 

they were with displays of skill and performance. However, most of 

the cosplayers admitted to being impressed by people who can 

successfully engineer and execute a CCC. Cosplayer CN stated that 

they were particularly impressed, commenting that… “there is respect 

for when you see a cosplay and you’re like ‘HOLY SHIT he/she 

FUCKING nailed it!’ like, they literally walked out the page and into 

reality, that is amazing…”. CCC was shown to have its benefit within 

the geek and cosplay communities, awarding the cosplayer a status 

online and in physical conventions. With many people doing cosplay 

professionally, one participant recalls being head-hunted and invited 

to join a professional cosplay group due to the accuracy of their 
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costume and performance, they stated that joining a “garrison” is… 

“like this sort of certificate of your cosplay’s good enough to be 

booked for events”. Some of the cosplayers mentioned that they 

would not feel comfortable wearing a costume which did not match 

their own personal cosplay creation standards; themes of pride in 

accuracy and disappointment in failure were common throughout the 

discussions of CCC. One cosplayer commented that they would not 

wear a cosplay creation they considered…"half-arsed it and it looks 

crap… because I feel like I'd be letting myself down". It was stated by 

one participant that some cosplayers are causing themselves 

unnecessary anxiety on cosplay builds due to the expectations, either 

from themselves or from people online to look exactly like the 

character.  

The theme of old online cosplay forums reappeared with the 

discourses surrounding craftmanship and cosplay skills; some of the 

more experienced cosplayers interviewed described websites such as 

‘cosplayisland’ and ‘cosplay.com’ as “repositories for people’s 

knowledge…” on how to share a cosplay creation journey while also 

having an exchange of ideas and crafting skills with other cosplayers. 

However, cosplay tutorials have relocated to platforms such as 

YouTube. The participants noted that the same community interaction 

has not survived this transference. Workmanship, creativity, and craft 

skills were reoccurring themes throughout conversations of cosplay 

enjoyment; one participant stated that they are… “quite an artistic 

person so I think that's why [they] appreciate seeing that side of 

it…”.  These themes also followed discourses surrounding the 

feedback and comments given to cosplayers from other cosplayers. 

One participant understood there to be a distinction between 

cosplayer compliments to those of the cosplay fan, stating that 

cosplay fans are much more likely to give praise for looking good 

while expecting a cosplayer to commend the craftsmanship of the 
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costume build. Participant RE commented that they “feel like other 

cosplayers appreciate the grind”. Themes of effort and dedication 

accompanied themes of creativity and workmanship. This connection 

appeared throughout discourses surrounding effortlessly store-bought 

costumes and other readily available cosplay resources; the 

cosplayers focused on how people construct cosplays currently to how 

they were produced at a previous time They commented on how easy 

it is to buy mass-made items, such as pre-styled wings, however, the 

cosplayers seemed to admire those who produce commission pieces 

for others who maybe do not have the skill sets to create it for 

themselves. Some of the cosplayers expressed anxiety surrounding 

cosplay construction. Still focusing on themes of dedication and skill, 

the participants shared ideas of uncertainty on how they might be 

judged within the community if their construction is not of 

satisfactory quality. One cosplayer explained that… “[they] do get 

kinda nervous about whether or not my - like, certain cosplays will 

look good enough or whether or not they'll look really amateur…”. 

The apprehension of judgement compels cosplayers to either 

postpone or discard certain cosplay plans due to feelings of 

inadequacy, yet many of the cosplayers defended this as a normal 

and expected part of the creative process.  Some of the cosplayers 

reasoned that many members of the community care about the level 

of skill and dedication others put into their cosplay creation due to 

the amount of time and effort they have spent on theirs, which 

promotes a shared understanding of experiences, as discussed by 

cosplayer HY who stated that some cosplayers have…“put time and 

effort and their money into it, so they understand the time, the effort 

and the money you’ve put into a cosplay …”. The themes of 

understanding, shared experiences and knowledge was reiterated 

with one participant discussing how the display of craftmanship at 

any level used to be proof that you are part of the cosplay 
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community. They stated that it is their age group that have… “quite a 

strong focus on the like on the craftsmanship and construction … we 

learned a lot about how to pull things together …because they just 

didn't exist otherwise - you couldn't buy a costume, so if you wanted 

to make it - if you wanted to be involved you made it”. Other 

participants discussed the effects of this type of skill and dedication-

based gatekeeping by expressing feelings of inferiority, 

misrepresentation, and offence. One cosplayer stated that it was 

common for some people to be questioned online and at conventions 

on the originality of their cosplays, cosplayer LS stated that… “people 

will like turn on you and like "oh you're not a true cosplayer because 

you've bought it””.  

HY - “oh woah, woah… look true to character” like fuck off.  It’s 

racist…” 

The cosplayers described the application of CCC as being problematic 

when those from outside the cosplay community tried to become 

involved with gatekeeping by imposing their own concept of CCC 

regarding accuracy. There was consensus among the interviewees 

that most of the harassment they witnessed or experienced was from 

people outside the community, and online. They reasoned that the 

anonymity given by social media has emboldened many negative 

online behaviours and allowed non-cosplayers a privileged view into 

an otherwise reserved and self-contained community. One participant 

commented that most discriminatory behaviours they witnessed were 

often from… “who are outside the cosplay community but inside nerd 

culture and usually online”. Some of the discriminatory behaviours 

reported by the participants were racism, misogyny, body-shaming, 

and sexual harassment. Many of the discussions surrounded the 

problem of prejudice that cosplayers of colour experience, with much 

of their harassment based on ideas of CCC. All the cosplayers 
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confirmed that they had at some point witnessed or had experienced 

racist harassment that which was the result of a POC cosplaying a 

white character and they explained that harassers will question a 

black cosplayers suitability for the character they are performing 

based purely on skin colour. Some of the cosplayers also expressed 

their views on the issue of 'blackface' and 'black fishing' which are 

darkening one's skin to appear to be of another race. One participant 

stated that doing this in cosplay is still a racist act, regardless of 

accuracy, reinforcing sentiments of inclusivity and diversity. Some of 

the participants mentioned that when any of these occurrences 

happen, either online or publicly, the cosplay community is quick to 

rally and challenge these behaviours. Cosplayer HY stated that… 

“people tend to shut that sort of thing down quite quickly from what 

I’ve seen”.  

The theme of CCC continued through discourses of character 

fetishization and the subsequent dehumanising and sexualisation of 

cosplayers by cosplay fans. Participants pointed out that to 

successfully achieve some canonically correct female characters an 

adherence to their hypersexualised designs is needed; participant SA 

explains that… “if you want to replicate the cosplay well, [you may be 

forced] into being very sexualised in that character…”. Many of the 

cosplayers commented on the hypocrisy and entitlement of many 

cosplay fans or observers, stating that some male fans are only 

interested in the fandom to look at young attractive women, which 

can lead to sexually aggressive online interactions. Some of the 

interviewees supposed that the reason behind these interactions was 

due to character fetishization coupled with a level of sexist 

objectification. One participant stated that some men feel authorised 

to speak to female cosplayers sexually because they might be 

wearing something revealing or body-hugging that is in accordance 

with the character they are portraying. Most of the cosplayers 
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interviewed acknowledged the sexual harassment experienced 

predominantly by female cosplayers, with some recounting their own 

experiences or those they witnessed. One of the interviewees stated 

that the aggression and ‘slut-shaming’ enacted was usually the result 

of a male being rejected or chastised for their unwanted advances or 

chauvinistic comments, explaining that the comments can turn from 

overly flattering to insults. As shown here by cosplayer HY who stated 

that some men will say… “oh you’re so pretty” for their demeanour to 

change when rebuffed and reply with… “oh you’re a bitch anyway, 

you’re ugly”.  Some of the participants implied that cosplayers who 

wear sexier or revealing costumes are sometimes looked down upon, 

with their style of cosplay invalidated due to the attention they might 

be receiving online.  The theme of attention-seeking was connected 

to themes of physical attractiveness, although most of the cosplayers 

interviewed had differing opinions on why women are accused of 

being fake geek girls or fake gamer girls. Most spoke about how a 

male audience interprets a cosplayer's use of sexuality, with one 

stating that if there are female cosplayers prepared to costume and 

sell themselves specifically to the male gaze, the fake geek girl 

stereotype will remain.   

Generally, it could possibly be argued that however inclusive and 

diverse the cosplay community is, the effects of social media 

algorithms and 'like'-based interactions have impacted and 

transformed the way the cosplay community communicates and 

shares ideas. It appears the cosplay community is concerned about 

the erosion of community values such as creativity and construction 

in favour of popularity and desirability which could weaken 

community comradery and encourage hostile online interactions from 

those within the wider geek subculture, but outside the cosplay 

fandom. Ironically, this fear and resentment are in part shared by the 

geek stereotype, which according to the research is an outdated trope 
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based on internalised victimisation. However, many men still identify 

with the geek stereotype, either due to stigmatisation, social 

marginalisation, or self-importance; as a result, these men take to 

trying to gatekeep geek media texts concerning the canonically 

correct.  
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Discussion –  
 

This research aimed to answer the question ‘What types of 

gatekeeping do cosplayer's experience?' and investigate and expand 

on ideas of subcultural gatekeeping concerning canonically correct 

cosplay. As demonstrated in previous chapters, cosplayers describe 

themselves as a largely inclusive, diverse, and creative demographic, 

brought together through a shared sense of passion and 

accomplishment. Unfortunately, the cosplay community faces some 

drawbacks from both within and outside the fandom in terms of 

gatekeeping and harassment online. Social media platforms have 

become pseudo-battle grounds for geek identity, with many 

hegemonic and stereotypical geeks branding minority cosplayers 

'phoney' and 'not real fans' based on their interpretation of texts. 

According to the analysed interview transcripts, there are two forms 

of gatekeeping practices demonstrated within the community; one is 

considered to be acceptable and skills-based (legitimate) and the 

other unacceptable and attribute-based (illegitimate). The validity of 

gatekeeping largely depends on where and in which circles these 

practices are taking place as each community/fandom adheres to 

different sets of rules. For example, the use of CCC within the cosplay 

community relates to overall costume and construction accuracy, 

whereas, within wider geek fandoms the idea of CCC has been 

weaponised to enforce the precise representations of ethnicity, 

gender, and sexuality depicted in the official media texts. This use 

would be considered unacceptable or illegitimate gatekeeping as the 

use of the canonically correct is not regarding skill or costume 

accuracy but focuses on appearance and identity. This interpretation 

of CCC encourages the harassment of cosplayers who choose to 

cosplay as characters who do not match their physical size (fat-

shaming), ethnic background (racism), and gender (sexism and 
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transphobia). In some cases, CCC is used as an excuse for sexual 

harassment and 'slut- shaming', as many female cosplayers seek to 

depict an accurate representation of the hypersexualised characters 

seen with the pages of geek media texts. This interpretation and use 

of CCC in illegitimate gating practices suggest the influence of 

hegemonic geek masculinity due to the reactionary attitudes of some 

cosplay fans to the diversity and inclusivity of the cosplay fandom. As 

shown in previous chapters, geek masculinity is described as 

inflexible and bound to rules of media canon.  

 

Community, Representation, & Inclusivity –  
 

Generally, the results suggest that cosplayers experience two 

different types of gatekeeping: acceptable and unacceptable. The 

former is contingent on community values of inclusivity, constructive 

feedback, and learning, while the latter comes from outside the 

cosplay fandom and is influenced by a more narrow-minded 

interpretation of canonically correct cosplay.  

Some gendered patterns of fandom participation were challenged by 

cosplayers, mostly agreeing that, although women were a large 

demographic within the fandom, it was mainly influenced by the 

LGBTQ+ members, as cosplay provides a safe environment in which 

to explore gender performance. Winge (2019) agrees that the cosplay 

community is not directed by cis-het males, although attributing 

inclusivity and group cohesion to a female cosplayer leadership, she 

also acknowledges the direct influence LGBTQ+ cosplayers have on 

the community, which corresponds with the findings of this study.  

Overall, the cosplay community has been represented as a wholly 

inclusive and diverse fandom, with interviewees claiming to enjoy 

meeting people who share the same proclivities and interests 
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regardless of their colour or creed. Crawford and Handcock (2019) 

state that cosplay, like the Goth Subculture, displays a high level of 

acceptance and broadmindedness. Movements such as 'cosplay is not 

consent and ‘cospositivity’ are evidence of the cosplay fight against 

body-shaming, racism, sexual harassment, and ableism experienced 

by many of its members (Winge, 2019). Representation in fandom 

media is incredibly important to minority fans, whether canon or 

head-canon, because cosplayers can show representation where 

there was none before. The cosplay community has a tolerant 

approach to fan interpretations of media texts and is permissive of 

fan-art that modifies canonical characters to accommodate minority 

representations.  

This observation concurs with Lamerich (2018), who noted women 

and the LGBTQ+ community participated in fan-writing, and is also 

supported by Jenkins (2006) who stated that it is a female response 

to a desire to be seen within a media text where their representation 

has been overlooked. These reasons and explanations for media text 

modification can also be applied to fanart; again, the desire for 

minority groups to be included and represented in the subcultural 

narrative and media texts drive their creation. Crossplay and gender-

bent cosplay for example can be explained as a way of exploring 

gender identities and performances (Crawford & Hancock, 2019, 

Mountfort, et al., 2018, Gackstetter Nichols, 2019). Bleich (1986, 

cited in Jenkins, 2006) observed that women altered media texts 

more frequently than men, and all these accounts suggest that 

gender may not be the only contributing factor to adapted fanart, 

which includes cosplay but, also, the lack of representation of 

minority groups. This stands in contrast to the observations of Winge 

who argued that cosplayers tow a tight line to CCC to prevent 

harassment from those from outside the community, even though 

she also noted that the cosplay community were likely to band 
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together online to defend each other from those critics who are to a 

degree reflected in this study's findings.   

 

Gatekeeping/Harassment – 
 

Subcultural gatekeeping, as defined earlier, is distinctly different from 

online trolling. The distinction is that anonymous ‘trolls’ set out to 

purposely antagonise and offend other people online as they enjoy 

the attention from all the infuriated responses. In contrast, 

subcultural gatekeeping can be said to be motivated by the harassers' 

personal feelings of irritation, brought on by their dislike of how other 

people may be interacting with or transforming their fandom's canon 

texts and lore. These self-appointed gatekeepers seek to limit and 

suppress alternative fan interpretations, art and participation which 

might deviate from the fandom canon or fan demographics, in hopes 

it will preserve the fandom's subcultural texts from adulteration and 

upholds the assumed textual authority of the 'true fan' within the 

subcultural habitus.  

The data supports the idea that there are two types of subcultural 

gatekeeping taking place within fandom communities, which 

members view as either acceptable or unacceptable. So, in short, 

subcultural gatekeeping can be understood as both legitimate and 

illegitimate depending on a fandom's/subculture's core value set. The 

interpretation of what is justifiably 'gatekept' reflects the values and 

morals of most of the individuals which make up the fandom, in a 

sort of unofficial group consensus demonstrated through interactions 

(online and physical). Gatekeeping practices which align with those 

values will be considered legitimate and acceptable; gatekeeping 

practices which deviate from them will be regarded as unjustified, 

illegitimate, and unacceptable to the wider community/fandom. As 
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value sets are mutable from fandom community to fandom 

community, it's unavoidable that legitimate gatekeeping behaviours 

will overlap and be considered unacceptable and illegitimate by 

another fandom.  Many fandom communities consider unacceptable 

and illegitimate gatekeeping to be negative behaviours that 

marginalise, alienate, and discourage people from fully participating 

in the fandom and wider community, whereas acceptable or 

legitimate gatekeeping behaviours are the opposite - 

policing/controlling illegitimate gatekeepers who might seek to 

impose their interpterion of what is acceptable onto another diverse 

fandom community. Understandably, the cosplay community has 

widened this definition of acceptable and legitimate subcultural 

gatekeeping set out in this study, as they work with such a visual 

medium (costuming and role-play) which is borrowed from all fandom 

domains. Their acceptable gatekeeping practices include how a 

garment was made and the accuracy of the embellishments and 

accessories to the original media text. However, this type of 

gatekeeping behaviour is not used to marginalise or harass, but 

instead to maintain a level of quality and a culture of creativity and 

skill acquisition.  

The subcultural elitism described in the findings can be explained by 

an us/them mentality found within fandoms (Thornton, 1995), as if 

the culture was to be wholly inclusive and welcoming, the subcultural 

identity would no longer be considered an alternative culture built in 

opposition the mainstream (Fiske, 1992). Fiske also highlighted the 

importance of personal identity-based in fandom as its increased 

feeling of empowerment and self-worth. The results clearly show this 

regarding cosplay participation, as those interviewed were enthused 

about feelings of validation and confidence while exhibiting their 

creations. Personal feelings of self-worth and identity are not limited 

to cosplayers, but also include those to whom a geek identity is 
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ascribed.  However, unlike cosplayers, their subcultural identity is not 

dependant on an audience and therefore is demonstrated through 

gatekeeping practices. Fiske's observation on the variances between 

the way geek media-loving men and minority groups, such as 

women, people of colour, and LGBTQ+ discern and appraise media 

text authenticity aligns with the distinctions between the relatively 

new and diverse cosplayer identity, and the long-standing geek 

stereotype of the ungainly Caucasian male. It can be argued that this 

disparity in evaluation methods could cause tension between these 

fandom groups which share the same space.  

The results of this research contribute to a better understanding of 

gatekeeping practices, particularly in subcultural social stratification. 

The level of knowledge and skill held by a cosplayer increases their 

status in the community, which aligns with Thornton’s concept of 

subcultural capital (1995).  Judgements from other cosplayers about 

skill seems to create a type of construction anxiety, resulting in many 

cosplayers self-gatekeeping and holding themselves to their 

standards when it comes to perceived accuracy and creative skill. 

This, in turn, means that personal standards may influence the 

evaluation of other cosplayers' construction or bought costumes. This 

assessment of other cosplayers' skill level and dedication is largely 

considered an acceptable form of gatekeeping, as a meritocratic 

model where any cosplayer can become more popular, respected, and 

followed through learning, commitment, and improvement.  

As shown in the findings, there was a consensus among the 

cosplayers that most of the harassment they either witnessed or 

experienced was from non-cosplaying men online; sexual 

harassment, racism, body-shaming, and slut-shaming were all 

commented upon. While previous research has focused on the 

discrimination faced by female geeks and cosplayers, these findings 
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demonstrate that CCC plays a large part in gatekeeping practices 

both within cosplay fandom and the larger geek subculture. It shows 

that CCC becomes weaponised by those outside the cosplay 

community when trying to control the representation of geek media 

texts.  CCC can be used to measure the exactness of any cosplay 

build regarding its construction and exhibition, while some may use 

CCC to condemn a cosplayer's body shape, race, or religion. The 

results correspond with the statements made by other researchers 

that many of the most aggressive and intolerant views sent to 

cosplayers are outsiders or cosplay fans (Winge, 2019)who are 

mostly white males (Nisbett, 2018). It can be argued the hostility to 

women, POC and larger-bodied cosplayers received from outsiders is 

due to the lack of diversity within the wider geek fandom, and some 

scholars reasoned that this is because this community is typically 

inhabited by white males (Nisbett, 2018).  

Contrary to the research on the stigmatisation of female nerds  

(Orme, 2016), the results of this investigation demonstrate that 

female and non-binary cosplayers do not feel guilt or embarrassment 

when participating in their chosen fandoms, however, the participants 

indicated that the perception of women not being ‘true fans’ was 

mostly held by non-cosplaying males. It can be argued that the 

attention-seeking fake geek girl narrative is being furthered through 

an insidious brand of bigotry found within the visibly and 

stereotypically white male geek subculture which correlates with the 

literature. It can be suggested from the work of Paul Lopes (2006) 

and the work cited from Fiske (1992) that some men may feel the 

need to defend the validity of geek media texts due to the 

stigmatisation and low cultural status attached to them, so some 

gatekeeping can be explained as a reaction to perceived immaturity 

and disrespect to the cannon texts. It is not only women who face 

being labelled phoney; the results also highlighted cosplay racism 
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regarding CCC, which touched upon the relationship between the 

mainstream geek stereotype and Black cultural identities. It 

demonstrated that although Black cosplayers experience racist 

comments from a predominantly white geek subculture, they also 

contend with a rejection of their geek identity from within Black 

communities. It can be suggested that this is due to the influence of 

hegemonic masculinity and its relationship with all other marginalised 

masculinities as it seems to show that both marginalised and geek 

masculinities understand geek culture to be white-coded, or at least 

stereotypically white-coded. This analysis aligns with Winge’s (2019) 

observation of cosplayers of colour creating their own online spaces in 

which to showcase their talents and passions due to the racist 

comments left on their cosplay social media accounts. This 

observation in the findings also shares similarities to Cheng’s (1999) 

conclusion that marginalised masculinities create their own spaces 

away from the standard hegemonic wherein to perform and normalise 

their cultural masculinity.  

Misogynistic practices such as body-shaming, slut-shaming, and 

sexual harassment seem to be enacted by men from outside the 

cosplay community, which is in line with statements made by 

Mountfort, et al (2018). The analysis provides an insight into the 

relationship between comic book character fetishisation and the use 

of CCC to body-shame and sexually harass female cosplayers.  Once 

again, this aligns with the research of Kendall (2000)  who states that 

the unrealistic view of female attractiveness created by the media 

contributes to the sexism experienced by geek women. Salter and 

Blodgett (2017) and Brown (2011) both document the role 

hypersexualised images of women in comic books and films play in 

the imagination of geek males and how it affects their subsequent 

expectations and relationships with women in reality. The participants 

indicated that CCC and the hypersexuality connected to it is not 
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necessarily unwelcome, with many cosplayers enjoying the liberation 

it brings, however, they stressed how it may encourage more 

negative interaction from some cosplay fans both online and at 

conventions, similarly documented by Nisbett (2018). These results 

build on existing evidence of sexual harassment and fetishisation of 

cosplayers (Winge, 2019), and it can be argued that the observable 

presence of cosplaying women is evidence of an increase of female 

geeks reclaiming hypersexualised imagery for their own needs, 

consequently, sexual harassment, body-shaming, and the fake geek 

girl narrative are all reactionary responses to this reclaiming of 

sexualised characters from their masturbatory imaginings (Salter & 

Blodgett, 2017).  

 

Geek Masculinity – 
 

The findings correspond historically on the topic of gender, stating 

that fandom conventions spaces used to be more inhabited by male 

bodies than females, emphasizing that this trend appears to be 

changing, which parallels MacDonald's (2014) results of a 62% 

increase in female attendance at NYCC14 in a span of three years. The 

participants all agreed there is an observable gender balance in 

cosplayer attendance at conventions while noting that a large 

proportion of casually dressed attendees are men. On the topic of the 

perceived ‘whiteness’ of the geek, again the findings somewhat 

correlate with this notion. Salter and Blodgett (2017) stated that 

white male superheroes are unconsciously representative of a white 

paternalistic American civilizing force hidden behind a bureaucratic 

façade. The findings confirm all participants as either witnessing or 

experiencing some form of racism within geekier fandoms, with one 

 
14 New York Comic Convention 
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disclosing they have been accused of not being ‘black enough’ due to 

their interest in cosplay, video games, and fantasy. It became clear 

that although geeky pastimes are not exclusively appreciated by 

white people, they are still portrayed as such which has caused 

nerdiness to become a feature of white culture and built-in opposition 

to a black cultural stereotype in the West. This to a degree 

corroborates and explains the whiteness of convention settings 

observed by Jenkins (2012).  

The findings seem to support the belief that some nerdier men find it 

difficult to communicate with women without becoming socially 

awkward or inappropriate. One participant highlighted that these men 

prefer to fill their time fixating on fictional females rather than 

developing relationships with real women. The data suggests a 

correlation between feelings of geek exceptionality and of some geek 

men’s belief that they are intellectually superior to the average 

person due to their better understanding of technology (Turkle, 

2005).   

The mainstream understands geek-men as social outcasts with few 

social graces, and a predisposition toward unconventional behaviours. 

Henry Jenkins (2007, 2012) insists this image of geek masculinity is 

an outdated trope and the results of this study indicate that he might 

be correct as it showed that some geekier men tend to exaggerate 

the label of 'geek' and make it the foundation of their personality. 

This study also exposes the geek label to be no more than that, a 

label which individuals choose to apply/adopt; the findings and 

literature seem to provide evidence that although the geek stereotype 

is white and cis-het male coded, POC, LGBTQ+ individuals, and 

women also share this identity and this provides an excellent example 

of intersectional identity construction, where a whole subculture can 

be inhabited by many value sets.  
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Although the typical geek outsider and loner labels have somewhat 

disappeared due to entertainment companies absorbing the 

subculture into mainstream media (Massanari, 2017), in certain 

online spheres this identity has become distorted and blended with 

misogyny. This study suggests a relationship between the outmoded 

geek stereotype and that of INCEL ideology. Some of the participants 

mentioned INCELs when talking about concepts of victimhood, male 

entitlement, and lack of personal responsibility regarding hygiene and 

housekeeping. It is important to note that although some of the 

participants mentioned INCEL behaviours within the interviews, this 

study is not suggesting that geek masculinity is synonymous with 

such harmful ideologies but recognises a suggestive overlap with 

them. This aligns with the works of Kendall (1999), who suggests 

that geek masculinity is stained by a superficial sense of victimhood 

based on their physical appearance and romantic failures. The 

animosity towards ‘conventionally attractive’ men from INCELs is not 

to be understated as they have built themselves in opposition to that 

archetype, with their main grievance being that these men or 'Chads' 

can obtain more female attention due to their appearance.  

The literature highlights the geeks’ attraction to revenge fantasies 

against those they perceive as wronging them: ‘jocks’, bullies, and 

women who have rejected them (Massanari, 2017), exacerbated by 

culture narratives of the Jock ‘alpha male’ vs the geek ‘beta male’ 

played out in various films and television shows (Salter & Blodgett, 

2017). INCEL behaviours seem to mimic and exacerbate geek 

masculinity's more toxic traits: just as the geek is a subordinated 

masculine identity, so is the INCEL, both built-in opposition to the 

hegemonic standard (Connell, 2005).  Moreover, the results indicate 

that some respondents believe there is a relationship between male 

entitlement over female bodies and geek masculinity, which also links 

to INCEL behaviours. This can be explained due to some types of 
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male bonding being dependent on the alienation of women and other 

minorities to strengthen feelings of fraternity (Wheaton, 2003). 

Kendell (2000, p. 264) describes the use of prejudiced comedy as a 

means of geek “group identity construction” as all male members 

have shared the same experiences and can sympathise (Lyman, cited 

in Kendall, 2000), but they are also demonstrating their 

understanding of hegemonic masculinity by being complicit in the 

reduction of women and other subordinate and marginalised 

masculinities (Connell, 2005).   The objectification of women and 

female cosplayers can also be explained in part by the 

hypersexualised female characters depicted in comic books, films, 

and television (Brown, 2011), leaving many female cosplayers with a 

limited amount of character choice concerning body shapes, or even 

ethnicity (Winge, 2019). This links to wider social attitudes and shows 

how even women who are dressing up as fictional characters are still 

subject to the male gaze and policing – there is no escape. 

This is not to say that women are the only cosplayers affected by 

hyperbolic gender representation in comic books and geeky media. 

Salter and Blodgett (2017) explain that the large hypermasculine 

bodies promoted in geek media texts are to both separate maleness 

from femininity and perpetuate hegemonic masculinity. The results 

show that male cosplayers also attempt to achieve high levels of 

physical hypermasculinity in their costuming, with some participants 

remarking that there has been an increase in athletic male cosplayers 

and geeks who are pre-occupied with health and fitness. It can be 

assumed that athletic men have become attracted to cosplay as a 

way of promoting their social media brand and find the cosplaying of 

hypermasculine bodies effortless. However, it can also be assumed 

that many geeky men who are interested in the creative side of 

cosplay are attempting to better themselves physically in a bid to 

improve their canonical cosplay representations of hypermasculine 
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characters, in the same way female cosplayers feel a need to attain 

conventional levels of attractiveness through surgical procedures 

(Winge, 2019).  

The data showed a marked difference between cosplayers’ personal 

impressions of cosplaying men and those of the average geek, male, 

casual clothes-wearing convention attendees. One of those 

impressions was of their attractiveness, both physically and in 

personal values. They observed that cosplaying men were generally 

better groomed than their non-cosplaying counterparts, remarking 

that some geek men are “stereotypically unattractive” concerning 

both their attitudes toward women and hygiene.  
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Impact on Cosplay – 
 

As we have seen, the performance of geek masculinity and 

gatekeeping – legitimate and illegitimate - within the cosplay 

community seems to align with much of the theoretical and 

observational literature.  Additionally, this study supports the idea 

that a version of hegemonic geek masculinity influences the negative, 

illegitimate forms of gatekeeping experienced within cosplay fandom 

communities, with much of it felt on social media. Before considering 

this subcultural impact, it is important to note the migration of 

cosplay communities from easily moderated online message boards 

to corporate-owned social media applications. The data confirms that 

the way in which cosplay skills are shared have changed, and this 

switch in medium has both improved community engagement and 

increased its popularity. However, this acceptance of new cosplay 

fans and unknowns into personally moderated cosplay accounts, 

coupled with the lure of monetising their engagement, has resulted in 

a subtle resentment and fragmentation within some cosplay 

communities.  

Despite this, the cosplay fandom more-or-less continues to be a place 

of inclusivity, diversity, and acceptance (Winge, 2019). However, the 

analysis suggests that some cosplayers may also harbour some 

discriminatory opinions regarding CCC but conceal them in order to 

be accepted in the community. Furthermore, the data indicates that 

the validation social media provides cosplayers through the gathering 

of 'likes' can become addictive and detrimental to their mental health, 

with many expressing feelings of sadness and paranoia when 

subsequent posts are not engaged with. However, the data 

demonstrated that social media encouraged cosplayers to improve 

their construction skills, both through the documentation of their 

personal cosplay development, but also to strive to achieve CCC to 
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gain more validation. It could be said that the use of social media has 

led some cosplay creators to become somewhat minor celebrities in 

certain circles by adhering to traditional CCC, while also employing 

their physical attractiveness to gain validation 'likes' and an audience 

outside the cosplay fandom. By establishing para-social relationships 

with large social media followings, a cosplayer can easily launch 

themselves into the realm of social media influencers. The analysis 

demonstrated an unpredicted outcome which suggested some 

cosplayers hold a similar set of internalised hegemonic attitudes, 

which manifest as personal resentments. The results strongly suggest 

that many cosplayers fear 'the true meaning' of cosplay is being lost 

to the commercialisation encouraged by social media and other 

streaming services. The themes of popularity contests and beauty 

pageants coincided with the notion of 'phoniness' and suggestions of 

'conventionally pretty' people taking advantage of the cosplay fandom 

to further their modelling careers. It is shown through the emphasis 

of construction skills and ideas of creativity that art and self-

expression are core values to the cosplay community, so to some, the 

overt sexualisation and popularity of physically attractive cosplayers 

implies the abandonment of cosplay's fundamentals. This data 

indicates that some cosplayers dislike the popularity of other 

cosplayers if they deem them inauthentic in their passion or skill, 

which would be regarded as legitimate or acceptable gatekeeping. 

Moreover, these cosplayers also used illegitimate forms of gating to 

fuel feelings of resentment, although never airing these frustrations 

publicly.  It can be said that these results resemble the fake geek girl 

narrative (Orme, 2016, Hill, 2017), as the accusation of inauthenticity 

based on appearance, lack of genuine interest, or use of their 

sexuality (Salter & Blodgett, 2017, Lamerichs, 2018) parallels the 

same arguments given by some geek men to validate the exclusion of 

women from stereotypically male spaces. Having considered the 
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resemblance between the fake geek girl narrative and the 

unconscious illegitimate gatekeeping of some cosplayers, it would be 

reasonable to suggest that cosplayers, who mostly identify as geeks 

themselves, have internalised the subordinated geek 

stereotype/masculinity regardless of gender, and have also shared 

experiences of rejection and victimisation at the hands of those who 

are more popular and mainstream. In this way, these cosplayers may 

be projecting past bullying trauma onto other cosplayers they 

perceive to be too attractive and popular to genuinely appreciate 

cosplay and geek media text beyond the online attention and 

monetary gains. It can be argued that some cosplayers and some 

geek males use fandom as a safe space in which to escape any 

mistreatment or oppression they experience from within hegemonic 

mainstream culture. Unfortunately, with the rise of social media these 

two sub-culturally distinct internet fandoms, which were for a long 

time detached, converged resulting in a conflict of values and gating 

behaviours based on their interpretation of hypersexualised imagery 

and its mainstream commercialisation.  

Overall, the data collected reinforced most of the literature cited in 

the review, for example, the findings paralleled Theresa Winge’s 

(2019) observation of cosplayers of colour creating separate online 

community spaces to defend against racism. The literature also 

largely supports the connection between the fetishisation of comic 

book or media characters and the adherence to canonically correct 

cosplay gatekeeping practices.  

The data revealed that cosplayers and non-cosplaying geeks share 

some gatekeeping similarities regarding the perceived authenticity of 

fandom, and is largely influenced by canonically correct cosplay, 

however, it also showed the use of legitimate and illegitimate 

gatekeeping behaviours.  
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The key findings of this study contributed to a better understanding 

of fandom gatekeeping. Unlike retail or media gatekeeping. Fandom 

gatekeeping lacks a place of official authority, and manifests in two 

types; legitimate (acceptable) and illegitimate (unacceptable) and its 

legitimacy (acceptability) is dependent on the value set of the 

fandom. The acceptability of gatekeeping behaviours is reliant on the 

fandom’s shared value sets and attitudes towards issues such as 

inclusivity, racism, gender, diversity. 

 

Limitations –  
 

 As outlined earlier, the COVID19 pandemic limited choices 

surrounding methods and sampling, A larger sample size would have 

been gathered had circumstances allowed me to interact and solicit 

participation with active cosplayers during the convention season in 

Dundee, which would have also allowed the data to be better 

generalised geographically to this specific area and could have been 

considered a case study.  Due to the sample of participants being 

taken from the online Scottish cosplay community it provided a richer 

data set, as it provided insight into cosplay cultures internationally 

which can be researched further.  Although the sample size of this 

study is small with only nine interviewees, it is sufficient in showing 

the views, opinions, and experiences of a small community of 

cosplayers who live or have lived in Scotland; many of the 

participants are not Scottish by birth and have experience of other 

international cosplay Communities and how cosplay is affected by 

that surrounding culture. However, the study would have benefited 

from a focus group's larger sample size as it would have increased 

the amount of knowledge collected. 
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Conclusion –  
 

Inclusion, diversity, representation, and authenticity were all key 

themes that followed through the entirety of this study, from the 

substantiated reports of acceptance shown by the LGBTQ+ influenced 

Cosplay community, to the not so tolerant wider geek subculture. The 

findings demonstrated that fandom groups have specific value sets 

which influence how they go about moderating their community; it 

showed that acceptable or legitimate gatekeeping behaviours will 

continue to be so, as so long as there is a group consensus on 

community standards. However, one community's value set, and 

legitimate gatekeeping behaviours cannot be applied to another 

fandom's membership without conflict or an absolute rejection of 

them, specifically, if the gatekeeping practices are incompatible with 

the other group's core values, thus making this type of gatekeeping 

illegitimate within that community.  The Cosplay community, 

renowned for its inclusivity and diversity, has a value set that reflects 

these qualities, and so rejects the illegitimate gating behaviours from 

those outside the group. Nevertheless, the findings revealed that 

cosplayers were still to a degree affected by illegitimate gatekeeping 

and negative online interactions which influenced their cosplaying 

decisions.  

The impact social media has had on fandom groups such as the 

cosplay community can be best described as a double-edged sword, 

on the one hand, encouraging cosplayer interactions and 

collaborations on apps such as TikTok and Instagram, but on the 

other hand, opening the community to outsiders and spectators who 

may not hold the same value sets. As previously discussed, and 

demonstrated in the findings, most of the racist, sexist, sexually 

explicit, and fatphobic harassment experienced or witnessed online by 

cosplayers came from outside the cosplay community, and men were 
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stressed as the most common perpetrators. The rise and 

pervasiveness of social media platforms that have encouraged online 

competitiveness regarding attractiveness and sexuality intersects 

with hegemonic geek masculinity and its interpretation of the 

canonically correct, causing an open sexualisation and fetishization of 

female cosplayers who correspond to the hypersexual depictions of 

the canon character.  

However, the findings demonstrated an unexpected opinion among 

some of the cosplayers regarding cosplay and geek authenticity. 

Some cosplayers appeared to hold similar, perhaps, internalised 

misogynistic ideas surrounding the notion of ‘true fans’ and who 

should hold that mantle. Moreover, these notions coincide with 

perceptions of conventional beauty standards whereby attractive or 

‘sexy’ cosplayers are considered false, and their credibility as fans 

doubted. 

Implying the most popular cosplayers are usually the most 

conventionally attractive, however, they are maybe not the most well 

versed in fandom texts or costume construction, going so far as to 

suggest that the cosplay community on social media is a ‘popularity 

contest’ or ‘beauty pageant’ which is eroding the community’s core 

values – creativity and acceptance. It can be argued that social media 

has accelerated the fragmentation of online cosplay communities 

which inhabited long-standing cosplay websites which, in turn, 

catered exclusively to the need for community interaction and skill 

acquisition.  These findings were surprising as it was not anticipated 

that cosplayers would harbour any of the same gatekeeping 

tendencies demonstrated by the wider geek subculture, regarding the 

authenticity of fan identity. This raises the question of whether this is 

a form of legitimate gatekeeping as it is coming from within the 

community. It can be argued that this is still illegitimate gatekeeping 
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as it contradicts the core value set, and however accurate their 

observations might be on popular social media cosplayers, those 

opinions are nothing more than in-fandom disapprovals and a 

residual, internalized, geek victimisation narrative.  

This study indicates that the toxic geek stereotype of the slovenly, 

white, heterosexual male is being transformed into a more pleasant 

form of geek masculinity which could be attributed to cosplay’s 

increased popularity and influence. However, this rehabilitation of the 

geek caricature is being resisted by a small subsection of the wider 

geek subculture who aggressively identify with the original stereotype 

due to their perception of persistent victimization and marginalisation 

by their peers and the opposite sex. An example of how dangerous 

this mindset can be is the recent INCEL shooting in Plymouth 

(Casciani & De Simone, 2021). The 22-year-old shooter referenced 

and identified with the Terminator (The Terminator, 1985) in his last 

self-pitying, sexually entitled, misogynistic YouTube video (France, et 

al., 2021). To be clear, this is not to suggest that all geek men 

harbour homicidal impulses, but to highlight the damage internalised 

victimhood and the diffusion of personal responsibility can cause to 

an individual's interpretation of society and their identity. Fortunately, 

according to the cosplayers interviewed, most male geeks they 

encounter are tolerant and broad-minded individuals who share the 

same value sets as they do, specifically as many of those men are 

also cosplayers to some extent. The rehabilitation of geek masculinity 

can be attributed in part to the increase in minority representation in 

media texts, and fandom communities. Online fandom skirmishes 

demonstrate real-world context, all the gatekeeping behaviours 

residing within geek subculture, with some fans concerned with 

representation and inclusivity, to those preoccupied with canon texts.  
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To better appreciate the implications of these results, future studies 

could address subcultural gatekeeping, both legitimate and 

illegitimate and its relationship with the canonically correct, regarding 

its weaponization on a larger scale, and possibly consider also looking 

at the forms of the gatekeeping present in the Asian geek and 

cosplay subcultures. It would also be beneficial to further investigate 

the opinions and views of geek men who do not cosplay on what they 

consider to be acceptable and unacceptable methods of gatekeeping.  

Overall, this study sought to document and analyse the gatekeeping 

behaviours and the harassment experienced by cosplayers, 

specifically regarding its relationship with hegemonic masculinity and 

the geek subculture. The illegitimate gatekeeping and harassment 

witnessed and experienced predominantly by female cosplayers from 

a largely non-cosplaying male online audience. This suggests that 

canonically correct cosplay is being weaponised to suppress diversity 

and enforce established hegemonic geek standards within the cosplay 

fandom, but it also implies social media has facilitated the 

commercialisation of cosplayers and encouraged their sexualisation. 
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Appx. 3 
 

Interview Question Set: 

Introductions -  

• What is your interest in cosplay and fandom? 

• What sort of characters do you typically cosplay? 

• What makes fandom a pleasurable / fun activity for you? 

• What do you like about going to conventions events? 

Cosplay Feminine –  

• Would you describe Cosplay as a Female dominated past time? 

• How inclusive or diverse would you describe the community as? 

• Have you witnessed any discriminatory or harassment behaviours 
from within the cosplay community? 

Hegemonic Masculinity –  

• Would you describe Conventions Spaces as Masculine? 

• Has there been any noticeable changes at conventions regarding 
this? 

Geek Masculinity –  

• Is Geek subcultures, or fandom culture in general sexist, or racist in 
its practices? 

• Tony Harris (comic book artist – Marvel/DC – Ironman +Ex-Machina) 
in a Facebook post in 2012 ranted “I am so sick and tired of the 
whole COSPLAY-chiks… Here’s the statement I wanna make, 
based on THE RULE: “Hey Quasi-Pretty-NOT-Hot- Girl, you are 
more pathetic than the REAL Nerds, who YOU secretly think 
are REALLY PATHETIC… You are what I refer to as CON-HOT”.  
Are these views still prevalent or representative of the geek 
subculture in 2020? Or have they ever been? 

• Tony Harris also represents geek/nerd males as insecure virgins who 
are afraid of women – stating in the same post from 2012: “Comic 
book fans who either RARELY speak to, or NEVER speak to 
girls. Some virgins, all unconfident when it comes to girls, and 
the one thing they all have in common? They are being prayed 
on by YOU” [female cosplayers]. Do you feel this is a fair or unfair 
assessment of geek or nerd males? 
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Technology –  

• Overall, are your experiences of being a cosplayer online positive or 
negative? 

• What are your feelings about social media platforms such as Reddit, 
Tumblr, or Instagram regarding cosplay? 

• What type of online harassment do cosplayers experience? 

Gatekeeping –  

• Have you ever felt discouraged from preforming a cosplay due to fear 
of criticism or disproval? 

• How do you overcome this? 

• What do you think is the attitudes of some other fandoms toward 
Cosplayers? 

• What are your thoughts on the “fake geek girl “meme? 

Comic Book Fetishism –  

• To what extent do you feel comic book characters are fetishised? 

• How are ideas of body positivity preformed in the cosplay 
community? 

• What is the reaction to body positive cosplay from other fandoms, 
referring to canonically correct cosplay? 

• Is the “Cosplay is not Consent” movement effective in deterring 
sexual harassment? 

Ending -  

• Is there anything you would like to add that was not covered in the 
previous questions? 
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Appt. 4 
 

Tony Harris Facebook Post 2012, cited in Salter & Blodgett 
(2017, p. 103)

 

 

Appx. 5 
 

Screen Snip of NVivo Coding of Gatekeeping 

 

 




